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ABSTRACT
This project addresses the sustainable design challenge of bacterial contamination of water
through a product system that makes collecting data, sharing data, and retrieving data
simple, fun, and potentially profitable. This product system grew from the author’s
volunteer experience monitoring bacterial contamination of water. Water connects people,
prosperity, and planet, all three major aspects of sustainability. There are variety of
methods to monitor water/ecosystem quality and methods that test water chemistry, the
author chose bacteria because of his familiarity with the method, the ease by which the
method can be applied by the general public, and his access to sampling supplies through
his volunteer work.
The product idea was the author’s, and it grew through a systems mapping approach,
helping to identify connections and delays in the system, and led to a product idea that won
a development team in the Minneapolis College of Art and Design’s Global Design Challenge
course. The WaterSlide team—Craig Johnson, Jessica Papa, and the author—applied the
Lean Startup Method to discover a business model largely based on customer feedback
through interviews. The initial product idea was hardware that could remotely monitor
bacteria levels in a body of water. Results form this first phase of interviews, study of the
Blank and Dorf text, and lessons learned from the Business Model Canvas led the
WaterSlide team to pivot away from a hardware unit and toward a software and data
product system to address the design challenge, largely due to invention risk. After
pivoting, the team focused on a mobile application (app) to reduce or eliminate delays in
the data reporting process. Through interviews and the Business Model Canvas, the team
found that selling data to governmental/regulatory agencies was a possible source of
revenue. After completing a total of 57 potential customer interviews, the team shifted into
prototype creation, making a wireframe mockup of the product, a slide presentation, and a
promotional video. The prototype started with a list of functions that the app should
perform, from which flowed the initial mockup sketches. The team further refined these
sketches and determined that the data reported should include site and plated sample
photographs with metadata documenting site conditions and sample results. The team
determined that WaterSlide would own the data and house a centralized database with free,
public access to current information and with large blocks of data suitable for scientific or
regulatory analysis available at a cost. Initially the costs of operating the WaterSlide model
would be provided by outside sources: grants, investors, etc., until the database is large
enough to generate income from data customers.
Discovering a business model for a multi-sided market was challenging for the WaterSlide
team. In particular it was difficult to gain interviews with large-scale data customers.
Practically, it was also challenging to lead a group across several time zones while working
and going to school full-time. The team sought grant funding to further develop the idea.
While the team did not win that grant, the author recommends implementing the model to
create a sustainable business. A sustainable human world is one in which humans and their
economic systems have been reintegrated into the laws and workings of the planet on which
they live. This project was an attempt to create a digital and eventual physical product
system tied to water quality. Water underlies all three of those pillars of sustainability and is
essential to life on earth. By creating a platform to observe and share water quality
information, the WaterSlide system connects people to planet with generating profit as a
goal.
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INTRODUCTION
A sustainable human world is one in which humans and their economic systems have been
reintegrated into the laws and workings of the planet on which they live. This project was an
attempt to create a digital and eventual physical product system tied to water quality.
Water underlies all three of those pillars of sustainability and is essential to life on earth. By
creating a platform to observe and share water quality information, the WaterSlide system
connects people to planet with generating profit as a goal.
The goal of this project was to design a system to facilitate sampling water bodies for
bacterial contamination. It will connect volunteers, environmental organizations, and
regulatory bodies through collecting, sharing, and using a high quality dataset to monitor
and reduce bacterial contamination. This system will incorporate hardware, software, and
human activity.
This document begins by laying out the sustainable design challenge addressed and the
proposed solution and proceeds by discussing the initial inspiration for this project and
background information on water quality monitoring. It then moves into the process by
which the project advanced including the systems approach to identifying the problems and
potential solutions and the Minneapolis College of Art and Design (MCAD) course that drove
the project’s development. The document then moves into results of the process, starting
with the initial hardware idea and following the project through a pivot toward a software
and data product, and ending with development of a software prototype. Conclusions follow
the results section, detailing issues in the process and some lessons learned throughout the
project. Finally, the document concludes with some future work to further develop the
product system.

Sustainable Design Challenge
Clean water is required for human hydration, energy production, food production, and
proper ecosystem function amongst its myriad other functions (World Water Assessment
Programme 24-26); water ties together all three Ps of sustainability: People, Prosperity, and
Planet. Bacterial contamination is of particular importance for human health issues, with
many environmental organizations monitoring bacterial contamination levels in water bodies
local to the organization (Karius) (Carson) (Callaway) (Alabama Water Watch). The problem
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is threefold: monitoring requires training and equipment to perform it properly, the
reporting process contains no quality assurance, and sharing data between organizations is
limited. Further, the monitoring process as experienced by the author is dependent on
disposable sampling equipment; contains time lags between sample collection, sample
analysis, and data reporting; and gives little feedback to the end user, the volunteer who
generated the information.

Proposed Solution
The initial solution idea was a deployable laboratory in a box that could sample, analyze in
near real time, and report remotely on bacterial conditions in a body of water with results
publicly displayed. Through the course of the project, this product concept shifted toward
the software side of the idea with emphasis on making the existing monitoring process
easier. This mobile application would aid the user in collecting the appropriate information,
analyzing bacterial growth results, and reporting the data with photographic documentation
of the results. The app would report results to a publicly accessible online database that
maps recent results. Large-scale datasets would be available for purchase by interested
organizations or regulatory bodies. The sale of data would then fund the development of the
original hardware concept that would fundamentally change to nature of bacterial
monitoring (Carson).
This solution would lead to improved communication between volunteers conducting
sampling, organizations sponsoring sampling, and regulatory bodies that consume data
large-scale. The system would have the benefit of freeing personnel from regulatory
agencies from needing to perform monitoring, saving those agencies money. The mobile
application/web database could provide a social networking aspect to bacterial monitoring
that improves participation in monitoring efforts. Finally, publicly available information
should reduce exposure to contaminate waterways and improve water quality through
public pressure on regulators and polluters. In its fullest expression, developing a sampling
station would eliminate the need for disposable sample collection and culturing equipment.
See also the WaterSlide promotional video: http://vimeo.com/94246932 (Johnson, Kohn
and Papa).
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Project Inspiration
This project grew out of the author’s volunteer experience collecting water samples to
culture for bacteria and his love of whitewater kayaking. He pitched the idea in the
Minneapolis College of Art and Design’s (MCAD) Global Design Challenge course and won a
development team to help move the project forward. The WaterSlide team conducted
interviews and refined the initial prototype to apply for grant funding through the National
Collegiate Inventors and Innovators Alliance (NCIIA E-team).

Volunteer Experience/Sampling Process
Part of the author’s motivation to pursue this project grew from his volunteer work with the
Western North Carolina Alliance (WNCA), where he piloted a “sample your own creek”
program. He sampled Hominy Creek in Asheville, NC weekly for a period of six months in
two locations on the creek. The sampling program within WNCA makes use of the Coliscan
product (Alabama Water Watch). Through his volunteer activity and WNCA’s monitoring
manual (adapted from Alabama Water Watch), the author became familiar with the
sampling process. The user prepares for sampling by collecting the needed equipment for
the field: sterile pipette(s), sample vials with growth medium, cooler, ice packs,
thermometer, and notebook. After arrival at the sampling site, the user must collect 0.25-5
mL of water (1mL is standard) with the pipette and transfer to the vial. Sealed and labeled
vials must be transported on ice back to the lab within three hours of collection for plating.
(Alabama Water Watch)
Back in the lab (a clean, level, and shaded location) the user pours sample vials into
pretreated petri dishes and seals them with tape. After the medium has gelled, the user
places the dish(es) into an incubator for 30-48 hours at 29-37 °C. After incubation, the user
counts pink/red (general coliforms—rod-shaped bacteria other than Escherichia coli-E. coli)
and blue/purple (E. coli) colonies now apparent on the plate(s). After recording colony
counts in a notebook, the user must calculate the concentration of bacteria (both E. coli and
other coliforms) in the water sample based on the original sample volume and convert that
to an equivalent number of bacteria in a 100mL sample of water. These bacteria
concentrations must then be reported back to the organization along with other pertinent
site and weather information. The organization is then tasked with managing and making
sense of the data. It is up to the user to initiate the report. (Alabama Water Watch)
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In the author’s experience, the time lag between sample collection and analysis and the
time lag between analysis and reporting reduced the usefulness of the data in terms of
immediate health risks. While the sampling lag was unavoidable due to the plate-andincubate process, the reporting lag was only due to challenges faced by the author in
balancing school, the search for work, and the low urgency of data need by the
organization. Eliminating those lags became the basis for this project.
See also the WaterSlide promotional video (Johnson, Kohn and Papa).

Water
Water is an important resource worldwide; it connects to and underscores social issues,
economic issues, and ecological issues (World Water Assessment Programme 23); water
weaves together all three Ps of sustainability: People, Prosperity, and Planet. Clean water is
required for human hydration, energy production, food production, and proper ecosystem
function amongst its myriad other functions (World Water Assessment Programme 24-26).
Pathogenic bacteria such as Escherichia coli (E. coli) and the organisms responsible for
typhoid, cholera, enteric fevers, and bacterial dysentery are frequently associated with fecal
contamination from humans and from other animals. Waterborne pathogens frequently
cause diarrhea, and safer water could prevent 1.4 million child deaths per year from
diarrhea (WHO Safe Water). Domestically, there are 14,000 cases of shigellosis (bacterial
dysentery) (CDC Shigellosis) and 265,000 E. coli infections (CDC E. coli) each year in the
United States alone. Infection is usually associated with ingestion, and contact can occur
through drinking contaminated water, eating food irrigated with contaminated water, or
accidental ingestion during recreation.
Untreated sewage, malfunctioning septic systems, and runoff from animal feed operations
are potential contributors to fecal contamination of surface waters. Not all pathogenic
bacteria are easy to culture in a laboratory setting; E. coli and other fecal coliforms are
important indicator bacteria for fecal contamination because they are relatively easy to
culture and identify (NH Dept. of Env. Services 1).
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Water Quality Monitoring Approaches
Water quality can be assessed and measured with a variety of field and laboratory methods.
Aquatic chemistry, physical parameters (temperature, turbidity, etc.), and the
presence/absence of organisms are all viable approaches. Bioassessment, or the use of
living organisms as a proxy for ecosystem health, can take a variety of forms, focusing on
organisms ranging from fish to algae. Further methods focus on human pathogens, like
bacteria (World Water Assessment Programme 630).
The following is a brief summary of assessment methods.

Organism Collection Methods
Organism collection methods use the presence and quantity of particular species to assess
the health of the overall ecosystem. Methods that collect and identify individual organisms
down to the species level and base ecosystem health on presence and abundance of specific
taxa are termed bioassessment. These methods may be based on algae, aquatic insects, or
fish and require expensive equipment and extensive experience to perform them properly.
The different groups of organisms provide indicators that are responsive to the environment
on vastly different spatial and temporal scales: longer-lived and more-mobile organisms,
like fish, give a wider view in time and space of ecosystem health. (Barbour, Gerritsen and
Snyder Ch 3)
While these methods are popular for specialist practice, the equipment and experience
requirements place them beyond the ability of the average person, particularly a volunteer
for an organization. Aquatic insect analysis is a partial exception; some environmental
organizations use volunteers to collect the insects while the actual species identification and
data analysis are still performed by specialists (Karius) (Stepenuck). Further, these methods
do not tend to have immediate implications for human health but rather are indicators of
the health of the overall ecosystem (Barbour, Gerritsen and Snyder Ch 3).

Water Sample Collection Methods
Rather than attempting to collect a particular group of organism, other sampling methods
involve taking a fixed volume of water for analysis. Two major divisions of fixed sample size
measurements are chemistry and bacteria.
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CHEMISTRY
Key chemical indicators include the concentrations of dissolved oxygen, metals, oils, and
pesticides (US EPA). Chemical measurements will only detect the specific compounds being
examined. More extensive chemical testing is only viable after impairment to the organisms
in the body of water has been detected, making bioassessment the first line of defense in
protecting ecosystem health of aquatic habitats. (Barbour, Gerritsen and Snyder Ch 3).
BACTERIA
A variety of methods exist to monitor water bodies for bacteria. These include visual
methods and biochemical methods. The visual methods include direct observation via
microscope and a plate-and-incubate method. The plate-and-incubate method involves
plating a sample with a nutritive medium on a petri dish and incubating the sample for an
extended period in order to grow bacterial colonies from the individual bacteria initially
present on the plate. Figure 1 shows a
plate that has been incubated; note the
different colors of the bacterial colonies.
These methods may include a color
indicator as a colony identification aid, and
inhibitors that prevent the growth of
unwanted organisms. Micrology Labs
makes a product called EasyGel in wide
use for this type of monitoring (Micrology
Labs) (Stepenuck) (Carson). This particular
product allows color-based identification of
colonies where blue colonies are E. coli,
pink/red colonies are other coliforms, and
non-colored colonies are other members of
the Enterobacteriaceae family (Micrology
Labs). There are other plate-and-incubate
products: 3M makes a product called

Figure 1: An example of a cultured plate. This particular
sample showed high levels of bacterial contamination;
the sample event occurred shortly after a rain event.
Kohn

PetriFilm that uses color change and gas bubbles to differentiate between colony types, and
a hardware plate reader capable of output to a computer (3M).
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Other methods to detect and classify bacteria include various biochemical methods, which
are common in hospital settings (J. Kohn, Personal Interview) (J. Kohn, Personal Interview
Follow Up). These include polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and other methods. These rely
upon expensive equipment and careful sample preparation (J. Kohn, Personal Interview).
There are multiple suppliers of plate-and-incubate material: 3M and Micrology Labs offer
laboratory-grade supplies and First Alert (First Alert) is among several suppliers of
consumer grade tap water sampling kits which may test for a variety of constituents beyond
bacteria, but all of them are dependent on incubating a sample of water.
Bioassessment methods and chemical sampling methods both require specialist equipment
and experience, and the sample results generally speak to long-term ecosystem health and
chronic exposure risk to humans, rather than immediate health impacts. Bacteria, on the
other hand, present a relatively rapid means to assess water quality with direct implications
to human health and can be accomplished with minimal equipment and experience
(Micrology Labs). The ease, price, and author’s experience with the plate-and-incubate
method specifically using the EasyGel product led to the use of bacteria for water quality
monitoring in this project.
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PROCESS
The process for this project grew out of a systems-thinking approach and the MCAD Global
Design challenge course. Broadly, the system of monitoring volunteer, organization, and
environment shaped the idea of a product to make the sampling process easier for both the
volunteer and the organization. The MCAD course Global Design Challenge provided a
framework in which to develop a product system, a team environment that emerged from
in-class voting for viable product ideas. The systems approach helped refine the initial idea
for the project into a product concept. The product concept led directly into the Global
Design Challenge course where the team environment helped mold and reshape the initial
idea into the final product design presented in the Results section.

Systems Approach
Systems have been described as consisting of three major aspects: elements, connections,
and function (Meadows 11). Design problems exist within systems, and potential solutions
may also be systems themselves. While systems can provide a neat wrapper within which to
conceptualize a problem, the behavior of systems can be quite “surprising” (Meadows, 86).
Meadows states: “Delays are ubiquitous in systems,” and those delays, time lags between
cause and effect, can be a significant source of that surprise (103).
To deal with designing solutions within complex systems, John Thackara invokes the
concept of lightness: the things humans design and produce need not be heavy, both
literally in terms of mass and figuratively in terms of environmental impact, though the two
are frequently connected (13, 14). One of the major strategies Thackara presents is shifting
the focus of design from “end of pipe to whole of life,” (24).
Quoting the Hannover Principles, Thackara says to:
“Seek constant improvement by sharing knowledge. Encourage direct and open
communication between colleagues, patrons, manufacturers, and users to link longterm sustainable considerations with ethical responsibility, and reestablish the
integral relationship between natural processes and human activity.” (26)
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The system of volunteer, environmental organization, and environment has several delays
present that limit the usefulness of bacterial monitoring for immediate health impacts.
Today’s results were from yesterday’s sample, so an alert is retroactive. Quite literally, the
problem of bacterial contamination is an end-of-pipe problem with fecal contamination
coming both from agricultural runoff and emergency discharges from wastewater treatment
facilities during major storm events. A major contamination event in the Asheville, NC area
occurred during the week of May 9, 2014 with bacteria levels reaching five times EPA limits
after discharge from two different treatment plants (WLOS News 13).

MCAD Global Design Challenge
During the third semester of MCAD’s SDO program, the Global Design Challenge course
provided a team-based framework within which to develop an innovative product. This
course drew from The Startup Owner’s Manual (Blank and Dorf) and Business Model
Generation (Osterwalder and Pigneur) for an overall approach to developing an idea into a
business. In the first week of the course, each student presented a possible business idea to
the class. The students then voted on those projects they liked best or thought had the best
likelihood for success. Those four winners won teams as part of that process.
The author pitched the lab in a box product as a business idea for the course and won. Thus
was born the WaterSlide team. The team applied the Lean Startup Method and the Business
Model Canvas as major tools online (LaunchPad Central) and through course texts (Blank
and Dorf) (Osterwalder and Pigneur). As the semester closed, the team applied for a grant
program administered by the National Collegiate Inventors and Innovators Alliance to
further refine the business/product idea.

WaterSlide Team
The WaterSlide team consisted of three members:
JOEL KOHN

(Project lead, environmental engineer (MS); based in North Carolina) Joel draws from his
technical expertise in his approach to sustainable design.
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CRAIG JOHNSON

(Graphic designer; based in Minnesota) Craig is the creative director and principal at
AGENCY F Design, Minneapolis and past associate director of sustainability for AIGA
Minnesota.
JESSICA PAPA

(Marketing strategist and graphic designer; based in Arizona) Jessica works with brands to
both increase their consumer awareness and design cohesive and creative brand
consistency.
Throughout the semester, the team worked together, co-creating all group work.

Lean Startup method
The main idea of the Lean Startup approach is to distill a business idea down to a minimally
viable product by interviewing potential customers to collect feedback, and using that
feedback to improve the product. This iterative process is performed quickly in order to
bring a product to market as fast as possible and with a greater chance of success, since
startups are “a series of untested hypotheses” (Blank and Dorf xxiii). Two of the major tools
of the approach are customer interviews and the Business Model Canvas (Blank and Dorf)
(Osterwalder and Pigneur). The WaterSlide team used LaunchPad Central, an online tool, to
house the team’s business model development work (LaunchPad Central).
Customer interviews are the source of facts for a startup; there are no facts inside the
office, only outside with the customers (Blank and Dorf xxix)

Business Model Canvas
The business model canvas (BMC) is a visual way for the startup to organize hypotheses,
guesses at first, about each of nine important business model aspects. The interview
process allows the company to test hypotheses (guesses) regarding each segment of the
canvas. Figure 2 provides an example of the Business Model Canvas as presented by
Osterwalder and Pigneur.
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Key

Key Activities

Partners

Value

Customer

Customer

Proposition

Relationships

Segments

Key Resources

Cost Structure

Channels

Revenue Streams

Figure 2: Business Model Canvas example. (Osterwalder and Pigneur)
Paraphrasing Osterwalder and Pigneur: each section of the canvas represents a key element
of a business model. The center of the canvas is the
•

Value Proposition that the business provides to customer segments. There may be
different values to different segments.

•

Customer relationships and

•

Channels are the means to reach the customers.

•

Revenue streams are the income generated by each segment. Reaching some of
those customers or creating particular values may require

•

Partnerships to gain access to intellectual property for example. Key activities are
the main business activities of the startup, and

•

Key Resources are the elements needed to perform those activities.

•

Cost Structure is the expected cash outflow to operate the business. (Osterwalder
and Pigneur)

Throughout the semester, the WaterSlide team proposed hypotheses and tested them
through customer interviews. The results of each week’s interviews informed the
hypotheses in each segment of the BMC, with a different segment in focus each week.
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The WaterSlide Team conducted 57 interviews in the development process. The bulk of
these occurred either face-to-face or via video chat. One occurred as a phone call. The
purpose of these interviews was to validate or invalidate hypotheses related to each section
of the Business Model Canvas.
The results of each week’s interviews informed the hypotheses in each segment of the BMC,
and the online tool LaunchPad Central served as a repository of interview results,
hypotheses, and BMC iterations (LaunchPad Central). The major goal of the BMC and
LaunchPad Central approach is to use data, the results of customer contacts, to inform how
the business will take shape.
While initially focused on the physical product, interview results relating to customer
interest and willingness to pay forced the team to pivot toward a smartphone application to
aid the monitoring volunteer in the sampling process. These results are presented as three
segments: Lab in a box, Pivot, and Prototype Development.
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RESULTS
The first product idea spawning this project grew from a conversation with two of the
author’s friends in an informal setting. One of the friends had worked at Vanderbilt
University in a research group that developed a microscope-slide-sized microfluidic device
that functioned as a bacterial trap and cultivation device. This idea was refined through
conversation with Curt McNamara and system mapping to identify the real delays in the
system and components needed to make a physical product. The product idea fed into
MCAD’s Global Design Challenge course as a lab in a box that could be deployed for remote
monitoring of a site. Through the Business Model Canvas and Launch Pad Central processes,
the WaterSlide team pivoted away from a physical product and toward a mobile application
and data product. The team developed this concept into a wireframe prototype of the
product system

Initial Idea
To be able to observe bacteria, humans must amplify the signal; individual bacteria are too
small to be seen with the naked eye. Two amplification methods are culturing individual
bacteria to grow into visible colonies, or optical magnification through the use of light and
lenses. Culturing methods have a delay built into them, the time needed for individual
bacterial cells to grow into colonies visible to the naked eye. That magnification is important
to the viability of the analysis method; it eliminates the need for expensive microscope
optics. Rapid, approaching real-time, turnaround for results would require optical
magnification.
A research team from Vanderbilt University developed a microfluidic device approximately
the shape and size of a microscope slide. The researchers etched this slide with many tiny
channels that would allow the device to trap bacteria in hexagonal chambers. The research
team’s goal had been to allow the chambers to act as micro-culture devices, essentially tiny
petri dishes, for environmental microbes. The researchers unexpectedly found that they
could observe populations of bacteria under a microscope in these hexagonal cells in real
time as water samples flowed through the device. (Turner-Yovanovich, Bird and Seale).
The author expanded upon this concept with an original idea: by treating the water sample
with some sort of optically active tag specific to E. coli and another tag specific to other
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coliforms, one could potentially observe the concentration of indicator bacteria in a sample
in real time. This would drastically improve the response time of the monitoring process
from 30 hours to several hours. Further, this approach would have the added benefit of
eliminating much of the disposable sampling supplies associated with the plate-and-incubate
process. Through discussion with Kevin Seale in an early customer interview: this tag could
be color-related, like plate-and-incubate approaches using color differentiation, or it could
even be based on phosphorescence, where tagged entities continue to glow after a light
source is removed (Seale).
Further original concept: by adding rugged microscope optics in the range of 400x-1000x
magnification (MicrobeHunter), a translation stage to move the microfluidic device within
the optics’ field of view, sample pretreatment (filtration, tag addition), a pump, and a
smartphone to record, analyze, and transmit information, one could effectively create a “lab
in a box” capable of sample analysis in the field without transport of samples back to a fixed
location. This lab in a box process would allow near real-time water quality alerts about
bacterial contamination of water bodies, replacing reports of day-old data.
Including a recharging function into the lab in a box such as a solar panel, could allow a
researcher to operate off the grid in remote locations and still deliver meaningful data back
to the researcher’s home base. This development would have implications for bacterial
monitoring domestically and abroad in aid situations. It would be, “a game changer in the
world of bacterial monitoring—if it works…” (Carson).
This product idea for a deployable bacterial monitoring station led to this project. Through
consultation with Curt McNamara, Thesis Advisor, the product idea went into a systems
approach to examine the elements and connections within the product system.
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System Map

Figure 3: Block diagram of product, human, organization, and environment system. See Appendix A for an
expanded view.
Figure 3 presents a block diagram mapping the system for the water-sampling program in
which the author participates. The author created this map in consultation with Curt
McNamara, but this work took place independent from the WaterSlide team. The diagram
illustrates some of the connections between major elements: an organization, a volunteer, a
water sample, and a piece of equipment. This “Lab in a box” idea for a piece of equipment
grew out of examining some of the delays in the system. Several key delays were: sampling
to results, results to reporting, and organizational response to reporting. These delays limit
the immediate usefulness of the data for human health purposes. To illustrate: a water
sample petri dish analyzed on Wednesday reflects conditions from Monday. Delays in
reporting limit the ability of the collecting organization to alert the public to a possible
contamination event.

Elements
The major elements of the system were the organization, the volunteer, the lab in a box,
and the water sample. A main objective of the map was to identify the components of the
lab in a box and to begin to formulate a list of design requirements. The lab in a box had
nine major elements:
1. Smartphone
2. Magnification
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3. Translation stage
4. Microfluidic trap
5. Energy storage
6. Pump
7. Sample pretreatment
8. Waterproof box
9. Recharger
Boxes connected to each element describe functions/actions and/or design requirements for
that element.

Connections
Connections in the diagram were indicated by arrows. Green arrows represented
information, pink arrows verbs, blue arrows tubing with flow direction, and yellow arrows
wires. The “Sees” arrow was indicated in red because it was a key connection for the whole
idea to work.

Functions
The organization hosts data, houses the volunteer organizers, interprets data long term,
provides sampling supplies, and gives instructions and feedback to the volunteer.
The volunteer collects water samples and then may perform one of three actions: plate-andincubate, operate the lab in a box, or return sample to organization. The author piloted the
volunteer plate-and-incubate model, the return sample model was the previous mode of
operation, and the operate lab model is the proposed idea. The volunteer also transfers data
back to the organization for storage and use.
The lab in a box analyzes water samples for bacterial contamination and automatically
reports results.

Delays
By mapping the system, the delays in the system were easier to see and comprehend. The
plate-and-incubate process has a delay built into it: the time to grow colonies from single
bacteria. For signal amplification based on bacterial growth, this delay is unavoidable. It
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may be possible to reduce the delay by maintaining conditions optimal for growth, or by
using optical magnification to increase detection.
The second major delay is in the plate analysis process: the volunteer/user must count
colored colonies and decide if the colony size is large enough to count. Manually counting
and marking the plastic of a petri dish takes time, particularly if the volunteer loses count.
The third major delay is in the data transfer from volunteer to organization after the plateand-incubate process. There is manual data entry, copying information from a field
notebook to a computer. This is followed by data analysis and sending the data back to the
organization. In the author’s experience, there were significant delays between data
collection and entry. At that time, the organization was using data for baseline studies, so
rapid turnaround was not important. The organization was working on how to use data more
promptly.
The lab in a box concept seeks to eliminate multiple delays in the system, especially the
delays between sampling/results and results/reporting. Further, a key part of the proposed
solution system was sharing information via smartphone technology. Images and metadata
are easily captured, shared, and mapped, reducing the delay between a user’s data
submission and the data’s actual use. Refining the idea of a lab in a box through a systems
lens led directly into MCAD’s Global Design Challenge course.
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Lab in a box

Figure 4: Initial prototype mock up. Major components in the system: optics, battery, pump, tubing, smart
phone, and microfluidic device. The white inset is a hand-drawn representation of the microfluidic device.
Kohn
The list of components developed within the systems approach led to a physical mockup,
created by the author and depicted in Figure 4. After pitching the idea to the Global Design
Challenge course, the author won a team consisting of Johnson and Papa through voting by
members of the class.
In the first few weeks of the process, the development team focused on the lab in a box
concept. The idea was to allow the user to take this device into the field, grab a water
sample, and use a smart phone viewing the microfluidic device developed by TurnerYavonovitch’s team through microscope optics. All image capturing and analysis would be
automated.
The components identified by the author using the systems approach were researched
further by the author using Google shopping to find rough retail prices for the major
components.
1. Smartphone
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a. Provided by user
b. Uses WaterSlide app to analyze pictures and send results
c. No cost to WaterSlide
2. Magnification
a. High quality optics
b. Significant cost component
3. Translation stage
a. Required to move the microfluidic device/trap through optics field of view
b. Significant cost component
4. Microfluidic trap
a. Unknown price
b. Still in research and development at Vanderbilt University (TurnerYovanovich, Bird and Seale)
5. Energy storage
a. Estimated price based on laptop battery
6. Pump
a. Precise volume control needed: Low flow metering pump
b. Significant cost component
7. Sample pretreatment
a. Nutritive medium derived from water sample: filtration to remove large
particles, price should be low (Turner-Yovanovich, Bird and Seale)
b. Optical tag, unknown price, speculative component
8. Waterproof box
9. Recharger
a. Considered trivial cost
b. Did not consider solar charger at this time
The author estimated a unit cost of about $500, based on solely on retail prices for key
components and reported this value to the WaterSlide team. Interview results suggested
that WaterSlide could easily charge $1,000 to $2,000 for the unit based on the
revolutionary nature of the product and its potential status as a research-quality tool
(Seale) (Carson) (Spisak) (Hutchinson) (J. Kohn, Personal Interview).
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Initial customer interviews showed promise for the lab in a box concept. Key contacts,
including leaders of sampling programs expressed excitement at the idea of being able to
cut sample turn-around time by a factor of 10 or so (Seale) (Callaway) (Carson) (Karius).

Interview Results
The team thought that high schools might be a good customer, as might non-profit
environmental monitors and governmental environmental monitors. The team also
considered the possibility of this hardware device being used in a hospital setting.
Notions of data quality and ease of information sharing became apparent during the
interview process with concern about regulatory decisions being based on volunteer data
(Hutchinson).
Cost was a big deal breaker for an educational setting. $2000 was well beyond an individual
teacher’s operating budget for a year (Hutchinson) (Spisak).
The ability to speed up turn-around garnered a large positive response, with the French
Broad Riverkeeper expressing his thoughts that this idea was “a game changer”. He
mentioned that his organization would definitely buy one and that many monitoring
organizations would likely do the same from state government to waste water treatment
plants (Carson) (Callaway).
See Appendix B. WaterSlide Customer Discovery Narratives for interviews dated before
2/28/2014 for complete narratives of each interview conducted in this phase conducted by
Johnson, Kohn, and Papa.
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Canvas Highlights

Figure 5: Initial Business Model Canvas, Week 2. Kohn, Johnson, and Papa
Figure 5 shows the WaterSlide team’s first BMC. The hypotheses the team generated were
largely speculative. The team had not yet begun the interview process.

Lessons Learned
The team’s initial product idea had significant invention risk: it is “questionable whether the
technology can ever be made to work, but if it does, customers will beat a path to the
company’s door,” (Blank and Dorf xix). The Startup Owner’s Manual is not intended for
those types of startups (Blank and Dorf xx). This fact, combined with pricing the team’s first
identified customers out of the market, led the team to consider a pivot, shifting the focus
of the team’s business to a digital product with trivial technical hurdles.

Pivot
The technical engineering hurdles were such that the physical product of a lab in a box was
not compatible with the process of distilling the product down to its most basic form and
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getting that to market as quickly as possible; the startup contained significant “invention
risk” (Blank and Dorf xix). Further, the WaterSlide team had difficulty making contact with
potential purchasers of the hardware device in governmental organizations. Through
interactions with both customers and the course instructor, the development team decided
to pivot towards a smartphone application. The interview results became the foundation of a
stand-alone smartphone application that was able to aid the volunteer in the sample
process. This application would support the plate-and-incubate process rather than replace
it with hardware. While it would not address the incubation time lag, it would reduce up lag
associated with data entry by the user, and reduce lag between data submission and visible
results through a mapping feature.

Interview Results
In the pivot, the development team had to revisit some of the earlier stages of the canvas.
This reopened some of the potential customers that had apparently been ruled out by the
price of the physical lab in a box (J. Kohn, Personal Interview Follow Up) (J. Kohn).
Toward the end of the process, the WaterSlide team was able to make contact with a
member of a true government organization (B. Hunneke).
The main value WaterSlide provides is rich data made available without the red tape of
governmental agencies. An extra value is to the user, who gets to see data in action. The
ability to see data being used in real life was identified as a key motivator for repeat
volunteer effort in several interviews (Carson) (Karius) (Stepenuck). According to leaders of
volunteer organizations, government agencies were willing to pay for volunteer-gathered
data as it reduced the load on the already-stressed budgets of those agencies (Karius)
(Stepenuck)
A number of people were willing to pay for this data, including a fisherman who thought that
any info on stream health that was solid would be worth something to him (Lord).
Initially, the team thought that the app would be available on a freemium model: the initial
download is free with premium features only available at a price. While the concept of this
app and information service was valuable to interviewees, in practice, the only apps that
interviewees downloaded and used regularly were free ones. (E. Sommerich) (J.
Sommerich) (M. Sommerich) (Lord) (Lord) (M. Kohn) (M. Kohn) (M. Kohn)
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Full interview narratives are available in Appendix B. WaterSlide Customer Discovery
Narratives with those interviews conducted after 3/1/2014 applying to the Pivot portion of
the project.
In total, the team collected 57 interviews with potential customers. Table 1 details the
customer demographics that the team collected, namely the interviewee’s profession. The
profession does not necessarily reflect the individual’s connection to water. For example,
Norm and Karen Johnson are waterfront homeowners, but they fell into the “Other”
category for the purposes of sorting (Johnson and Johnson). Likewise the categories of
“Nonprofit” and “Environmental Professional” could probably have been combined. However,
this breakdown gives a reasonable picture of the potential customers that the WaterSlide
team was able to reach.
Table 1: Total interviewee profession breakdown
Profession
Creative

Interview count Percent
7

12%

10

18%

Environmental Professional

3

5%

Government Agency

5

9%

13

23%

Higher Education

6

11%

Law

2

4%

Nonprofit

4

7%

Other

7

12%

Education

Health Care

Initially, the team’s focus was on a hardware unit, so questions regarding the mobile
application portion of the product were not the primary questions. Once the team began
specifically targeting a mobile app, 100% of the responses were that the customers were
not likely to try a new app unless it was free. However, a few offered caveats that if that
app were strongly recommended by a friend or if the respondent was familiar with the
brand, that respondent may purchase a mobile app. Further, since the goal of the app is to
aid volunteer workers, it did not make sense to charge the user to perform a volunteer
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action. The insights gathered through these interviews informed the further iterations of the
Business Model canvas. Table 2 presents the breakdown of interviews by team member.
Table 2: Interviewer totals
Team Member

Interviews

Craig Johnson

11

Joel Kohn

27

Jessica Papa

19

Total

57

Canvas Highlights

Figure 6: After pivot, Week 5. Johnson, Kohn, and Papa
After the pivot away from a physical product and toward a software/data system, the team
eliminated many hypotheses that initially seemed important. The pivot also allowed the
team to revisit some potential customers that had been eliminated by the likely price of a
hardware unit, schoolteachers in particular. Figure 6 shows the BMC from Week 5 of the
course, after the team had pivoted toward a software and data system as a product.
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Figure 7: Final Business Model Canvas. Johnson, Kohn, and Papa
Figure 7 is the final BMC prepared by the WaterSlide team in the process of MCAD’s Global
Design Challenge course. It was informed by those 57 customer interviews. The team
discovered a model for reaching a multi-sided market: the app user and the data customer
are not (likely) the same person (Blank and Dorf 97). The WaterSlide user gets the app for
free while the data customer pays for access to a rich dataset. Lacking programming skills,
the team would be initially dependent on grants and other investment to raise enough
money to fund app development.
Throughout the process, the author was responsible for curating and maintaining the
business model canvas based on the results of the interviews collected each week. The
author would interpret the results, adjust the canvas and check for feedback from the team.

Lessons Learned
The interview and BMC processes helped the team narrow down the product after the pivot
to a mobile application with a publicly available web mapping service to display current
data. The major customers would be larger organizations and agencies that could use the
data to inform studies and regulatory efforts.
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Addressing a multi-sided market was challenging. There must be value to each customer,
whether or not they are charged a fee, otherwise the customer has no reason to use the
product.
The data product was difficult to define. While the team was able to speak with several
customers associated with governmental agencies, the notion of data as the product had
not yet fully crystallized, so the team was left without reliable feedback on data amounts
and geographical coverage that would be necessary to be profitable.
While work toward a prototype had continued throughout the interview and BMC processes,
the final portion of the GDC course was devoted to prototype development, since the teams
presumably had reliable data about customer wants and needs at this point.

Prototype Development
After seven weeks of interviewing customers and updating the Business Model Canvas in
Launch Pad Central, the WaterSlide team turned to second-stage prototype development.
For this web/mobile product system, the prototype took the form of wireframes illustrating
how the app and website would be constructed and function. The team started with a list of
requirements and developed them into wireframes, data structure, communication
structure, and funding strategies/revenue models.

Requirements
The team chose to focus on a single platform to launch the product, with later developments
expanding the application to other platforms. The team chose to start with the Apple
iPhone. This was a team preference due to the team’s ownership of Apple products and at
the recommendation of an interviewee who had successfully developed iOS apps in the past
(Gonzalez-Hoang).
The team developed a series of “Must Have” functions for the application
MUST HAVES:
•

Be free to the user

•

Be easy to use

•

Capture photographs at a sample site and of cultured plates
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•

Extract metadata (time/date/location) from the photographs

•

Prompt user for important info (temp, recent rain) in field or back in “lab”

•

Have a visual “fill ring” for plate image consistency

•

Aid user’s on-screen colony count by highlighting “touched” colonies

•

Contain an undo feature

•

Keep a count of colonies digitally

•

Share information with central database

•

Direct user to online map with other users’ data

The team further developed a list of “Nice to Have” features that the team judged
important, but not essential to the minimally viable product.
NICE TO HAVES:
•

Pull info from other sources, like NOAA and USGS, automatically for temp, water
flow and recent rain

•

Count colonies for the user based on color

•

Include a data map within the app

•

Remind user to perform sampling activities

•

Keep stock of user’s supplies
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Prototype Wireframes

Figure 8: Initial, hand-drawn wireframes of app function. Kohn
Based on that list of requirements, the team began to develop the wireframes. Initial
wireframes started primitively as hand-drawn sketches; Figure 8 shows the first rough app
idea as sketched by Kohn. As illustrated, the launch page would have two options, Site Info
and Sample Info with scenes of Sample Info presented to right of the opening page.
After some refinement within the WaterSlide team, the team realized that there were three
major aspects of the product system: in the field, in the “lab”, and on the web. See
Appendix D. WaterSlide Prototype Images, which illustrates the team’s expanded view of
those three segments. The system’s functions would be to facilitate data and sample
gathering in the field, facilitate data analysis in the lab, and serve as an information hub
and data store on the web.

Data Structure
Data would consist of photographs of each sample plate after incubation. Metadata about
the site and sample conditions would be embedded in each photo. Each image would serve
as a permanent visual record of a plate, allowing subsequent data quality assurance efforts.
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Communication Structure
The WaterSlide team and eventually company would own the data. The team would present
current information freely on the WaterSlide website and in-app. Access to large blocks of
historical data would be sold on a volume basis.

Funding strategies and revenue models
At the end of the Global Design Challenge course, the author prepared a grant application
for the NCIIA E-team program on behalf of the WaterSlide team, available in Appendix E.
WaterSlide E-team Grant Proposal. The initial draft was subject to team comments and
instructor comments. The author took that feedback to create the final draft of the grant
application to maintain a consistent voice throughout the document.
As part of the grant process, the WaterSlide team created a slide deck containing a
presentation of the final business model available in Appendix C. WaterSlide Final
Presentation Slide Deck that included major aspects of the wireframe. The team further
created a two-minute promotional video for the project with a link available in Appendix F.
WaterSlide Promotional Video. Johnson, the author, and Papa were each instrumental in the
creation of these documents.
Other options also appeared viable based on customer feedback. These included partnering
with a research university or with Micrology Labs for startup funding. The partnership with
Micrology Labs could be particularly beneficial, as the initial concept for the app was based
on Micrology’s EasyGel product (Micrology Labs). The team also considered a subscription
model for data consumers that could be available at a discount. A major portion of the value
of this product is the size of the database. “Getting”, “Keeping”, and “Growing” the user
base will be a key factor for success for the team (Blank and Dorf 144-168).
Ultimately the goal of the project is to reinvest profits from the mobile/web system in
WaterSlide’s future to develop a hardware device as proposed at the beginning of the
project. In this situation, a model with a similar concept is that of Weather Underground, a
website that uses privately owned autonomous weather stations to inform publicly available
data and maps (Weather Underground). More research is needed to determine how the
Weather Underground model generates revenue.
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The WaterSlide project began as an idea between friends to make a portable laboratory.
Through a systems approach the author mapped the product system to identify the key
problems to solve with and within the system. MCAD’s Global Design Challenge course
offered a team-oriented platform based on customer interviews and the Business Model
Canvas to develop the idea further, but caused the WaterSlide team to pivot away from a
hardware device and toward a software and data product system. After conducting 57
interviews, the team created a wireframe model of that system, presented it via a
freestanding slide deck and a narrated video.
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CONCLUSIONS
Challenges with the process
Initially, the WaterSlide underestimated the complexity, expense, and time required to
develop a physical product. Further, trying to set a price for both the physical product and
the mobile application were challenging. The team started with an estimate of production
cost, but quickly found a willingness to pay more (Carson). With the application, the team
struggled to define what exactly the team would sell. The team eventually came up with the
“data unit” as a term within which the idea fit, but the team could still not properly define it
in terms of areal coverage or data quantity. While the WaterSlide team was able to
interview potential customers for the mobile app, data customers were difficult to find and
approach for interviews.

Lessons learned
Leading a team across three time zones was a challenge. It is easy for the scope of a
project to creep to something unmanageable, so it is extremely important to keep the scope
tightly focused to keep the project moving forward. The WaterSlide team had diverse
backgrounds with Jessica Papa and Craig Johnson coming out of traditional design programs
and Joel Kohn working as a scientist and engineer; each member made significant
contributions to this project.

Comments
This project started because of the author’s volunteer bacterial monitoring for a creek in his
area. He is also an avid whitewater kayaker and seeks to keep the waters he paddles clean.
Some of the issues addressed represented his pain points in the sampling process. The goal
of the project was to make the sampling process easier, and even though the initial idea of
significantly reducing the process time could not be realized within the scope of this project,
a way to support the volunteer in the current monitoring standard did become apparent via
a mobile application and web system to help gather and share bacterial contamination data.
Further the mobile sampling aid application serves as a launching point for an eventual
hardware product. At the end of the spring semester, the author discovered this product in
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development: the MicrobeScope, a rugged, pocket microscope that attaches to a smart
phone (4D Optical LLC). This could provide a viable platform upon which to build the original
lab in a box idea.
A sustainable human world is one in which humans and their economic systems have been
reintegrated into the laws and workings of the planet on which they live. This project was an
attempt to create a digital and eventual physical product system tied to water quality.
Water underlies all three of those pillars of sustainability and is essential to life on earth. By
creating a platform to observe and share water quality information, the WaterSlide system
connects people to planet with generating profit as a goal.

NEXT STEPS
The WaterSlide team was initially waiting on a response for the NCIAA grant process. On
July 7, 2014 the team received a negative response; the team did not make it into the first
round of grant funding. Lacking those funds and the opportunity to further refine the
business idea before launch, the team needs to find a source of funds to hire an app
developer amongst other expected expenses.
After the successful launch of an iOS app, the team would task the developer with porting it
to the Android OS to reach a larger market. Once WaterSlide begins to generate revenue
and profit, the team would reinvest some profit in research and development to assemble
pieces of physical product and start testing the lab in a box product. As part of the lab in a
box development, the team would need to task the app developer with tweaking the apps to
work with the lab in a box.
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B. WaterSlide Customer Discovery Narratives
The following interview summaries were prepared by the interviewer to capture the exchange. Some editor’s notes
were added for clarity.
2/11/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Cary Boyer, Retired Biologist / Professor
Cary used a
similar process [to plate-and-incubate] with students at local rivers in the area. He found the existing process
relatively easy however was excited about the prospect of comparing data via the smart phone amongst student.
Once area for improvement he noted would be for a better way to minimize cross-contamination amongst samples,
this was a relatively common problem amongst novice students. An improvement upon this function would make
the proposed model superior to the existing framework.
He didn't think about the process as being
particularly wasteful, however when I brought it up it seemed to be insightful. Customer Interview
Value
Propositions
Make sampling process easier.; Waste Reduction; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent
format.; Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Sample collection and analysis can happen at
the same place.; This is an improvement over the plate-and-incubate method. (C. Boyer)
2/13/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Jeff Boyer, Staff Pharmacist, Walgreens
Jeff does not
currently use water-testing equipment in his current position. When creating compound prescriptions, most
medications call for the mixture of tap water, and do not require in-depth water testing. More complex water
testing is completed at the clinical and manufacturing level. The data collection and comparison tool could be used
for quality control, however it is likely that something is already in place. Jeff also brought up other applications for
city / individual use. Water parks, recreation areas, individual and community pools could benefit from such a
device where chlorine levels are typically only measured. Locally, canals direct the water supply to neighboring
communities throughout the Phoenix Metro areas - this may be a useful tool to such a group, assuming they are
using a similar system as of now. The data collection application could be used outside of the product itself for
those using a similar or perhaps more complex device.
Customer Interview
Value Propositions
Make sampling process easier.; Waste Reduction; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.;
Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Sample collection and analysis can happen at the same
place.; This is an improvement over the plate-and-incubate method. (J. Boyer)
2/13/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Bob Boynton, Pharmacist, CVS
We thought a
pharmacist/pharmacy was on the fringe of our customer base. Bob insisted on brainstorming, which is probably my
fault for introducing the product and class first. Bob saw this device similar to checking the chlorine levels in a pool
with liability implications for entities with natural water body frontage/use. He brought up Boy Scout camps
needing to check bacteria levels for safety in the summer. Bob saw a very seasonal niche for this product. He also
mentioned a particular customer who was sure that her well water was contaminated with bacteria, and didn't trust
the state testing. An in-store kit, like paternity or drug tests could be a viable product: sample your water in the
container and ship it in, but an in-store kiosk like a blood-pressure monitor would not work, according to Bob. Bob
did not see much value in clean water: "If it's not making people sick, what's the problem?...We don't really have
water problems here." He was also very concerned about the price point, which was as-yet not identified. Based on
this interview we need to take a closer look at our assumptions, they may be alienating a possible customer.
Not everyone cares about water quality beyond what comes out of the tap. Political views can heavily
influence environmental values and concerns. Businesses with an interaction with a natural body of water may
have liability issues if customers could get sick from recreating in that water.
Customer Interview
Customer Segments
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups;
Make sampling process easier. Waste Reduction; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; Quicker turnaround than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Sample collection and analysis can happen at the same place.; Well
Owners/Users; Businesses with natural water interactions. (e.g. summer camp with a swimming lake) (Boynton)
2/13/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Jane Kohn, Medical Laboratory Scientist II, Lexington Medical Center
We thought that microscopic observation was a primary mode of identifying bacteria. We thought that a
microbiology lab might offer some insights for the product. Growth media for bacterial samples are very important.
Many different kinds of media exist at a variety of price points. The microscope is used in conjunction with the
Gram stain for the first stage of bacterial identification, but not beyond that; all E. coli and coliforms are gramnegative rods. This device would not replace anything in a hospital laboratory setting. There are other rapid
methods for identifying bacteria, PCR for example. This interview offered insight into the culture process. As a
result of this interview, we focus more effort in identifying specific stains to use on individual bacteria.
There
are other ways to identify bacteria than looking at them. We may need to consider alternate means of ID. (J. Kohn,
Personal Interview)
2/13/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Jocelyn Kohn, Medical Student, Medical University of South Carolina
Initially we thought that doctors might be actively involved with the culturing of bacterial samples in a
clinical setting. We learned that doctors take samples, but pass them off to the lab for testing in a clinical setting.
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In a research setting, a doctor may be more involved with actual cultures. In an aid setting or medical mission
setting, the ability to detect pathogens in fresh water may be more valuable. As a result we will not focus on a
clinical setting with doctors and will add medical mission organizations as a possible customer segment.
This
interview confirmed that the medical mission setting is a likely viable customer, and this product could take the
place of several bulky pieces of equipment in a field setting. (J. Kohn)
2/13/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Kristen Diego, Business Consultant, Former Educator / co-worker
Kristen focused on early education with small range science experiments however the data -sharing aspect
provided by the smart phone would produce a strong platform to work with other schools in the county/ state/
country and internationally as a pen-pal program.
According to Kristen, the most beneficial aspect will be quality
testing in developing nations / used for disaster relief water testing. (Diego)
2/14/14 Joel Kohn
Phone Call with Kevin Seale, Assistant Professor of the Practice of Biomedical
Engineering, Vanderbilt University We thought Intellectual Property issues would play prominently in this project.
Kevin’s research group developed the device at the heart of our product. Their public disclosure essentially made
the research and product open-source. We are free to take it and run with it. Kevin also mentioned some of his
collaborators that might make good partners for us. Optics will be expensive. Based on this interaction, we will look
into those collaborators and alternate ID technologies.
IP is not an issue. Vanderbilt should be easy to work
with, if even needed. There are some other partners we might find useful.
Customer Interview
Cost
Structure
A Vanderbilt University research group will be required to supply the slides. Alliance with Chrissy
- acquisition of resource; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.;
Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Licensing Technology (From Vandy)
maker of
Easygel); Homeowners with water frontage/other concerned parties; Selling data to agencies; Grant funding;
Water monitoring volunteers; Free app; Business Development Partnerships; website (Seale)
2/16/14 Jessica Papa
Video Chat with Chris Papa, Christopher Papa Attorney LLC / Small farmer / well user
Chris owns a small-mid sized farm in western Pennsylvania. He is not particularly concerned with irrigation
water for his crops (primarily an apple orchard and corn crop) however is concerned for his drinking water. It is his
responsibility as landowner to inspect his well water. Chris has a hectic life (attorney / 10 month old, 12 year old/
running a farm etc.) so water testing rarely occurs. If the product were easy and quick to administer it would likely
increase his willingness to test his water on a more regular basis. He believes his 12 year-old son would also be
interesting in the data-sharing component as a part of school or for additional learning opportunities.
Well
users may find this information incredibly valuable especially in regions affected by fracking.
Customer
Interview
Value Propositions
Make sampling process easier.; Waste Reduction; Data comes to
org/agency in a consistent format.; Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Sample collection
and analysis can happen at the same place.; Gathering water quality data (C. Papa)
2/16/14 Craig Johnson
Video Chat with John Reichel, Designer and Father, active volunteer with Kenny school
system John has worked with the area school bringing students to the environmental learning center, Eagle Bluff,
Minnesota. They took water testing from pond and river water to compare bacteria and pH. While there are many
of these organizations in Minnesota and Wisconsin they often are cash strapped. A less expensive way of collecting
water samples (for learning center or schools) might be attractive.
"There are many tech schools that might
use this process (had forgotten that group). Having the iPhone used with an app would make it more attractive to
students."
Customer Interview
Value Propositions
Make sampling process easier.; Waste
Reduction; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is
valuable.; Sample collection and analysis can happen at the same place.; Gathering water quality data (Reichel)
2/19/14 Craig Johnson
Video Chat with Shawn Tracy, Watershed Ecologist, Water Resource Scientist, HDR
consultants
For them to consider the product it must be verifiable and precise (what is the error rate?,
accurate within what measure?). Should be up to EPA and Minnesota Pollution Control standards. Thought MPCA
would be the best partner with a product like this. If they accept it, others will. They use things a bit like this
(minus the slide bacteria instant reading), but have "hot kits" that uses GIS software that pulls other data in.
Sounded expensive. Shawn thought that it should be useable on devices that are not iPhones (android, open
source, GIS software). Also feels like some of this software might exist and to make sure it's needed or see what is
missing. ST didn't know if making it too easy was a good thing. That there needs to be a bit of active ability or
knowledge from the user to be sure they don't just trust the data without questioning. " Data is important, but
only precise, accurate Data is useful. Work with MPCA or EPA to meet their standards Test along side old/other
approved methods to see how results differ."
Customer Interview
Government-based
Environmental Monitors; Reporting Packages; Make sampling process easier.; Waste Reduction; Quicker turnaround than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Gathering water quality data; Businesses with natural water
interactions. (e.g. summer camp with a swimming lake); selling units: $1000 - $2000 per unit. (Tracy)
2/19/14 Craig Johnson
In Person Meeting with Laurie Sovell, Citizen Stream Monitoring Program, Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA)
"Background Zoology at U of Wisconsin Madison, Fisheries at U of Minnesota.
Started working with the volunteer lake/river-monitoring program in 1998. 200+ volunteers conduct very basic
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monitoring and turn in data on paper/analog. Volunteers (who tend to be older) have exhibited past issues using
Excel (technology). There can be issues with trying to allow access to data within MPCA (firewalls, security,
headaches). Data could be stored somewhere else mix of public or private possibly with other organizations. Was
open to the idea of a product like this. It might get them reconsidering parts of their program and gathering new
volunteers (tech schools, colleges, etc.). Gave example of more complete testing being done in Wisconsin. She saw
value in both the easier collection of bacterial info/data and the smartphone app that would help record the data.
There can be issues with perceptions of volunteer collected data this might need to be confronted. Right now data
is seen by 2-3 people and then uploaded. She thought there should still be a way to verify data before uploading it
to a public location. Right now Laurie arranges/designs/orders the water clarity disks that volunteers use. She
might be the person that would order this product if funds can be secured. ""Accuracy is very important"" there is a
lot of money that goes to places shown to need help, but there are limited dollars and the testing must be
accurate. She suggested going to Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) for beach water testing. There are often
only certain days that are ""big events"" and then it goes away so measuring often or during those times would be
helpful. They have limited people at the head of this department (often the case with government services which
have been so cut down). Anything that helps them to do more with fewer volunteers and more reliability is a
positive. There is redundant and sometimes incomplete data gathered from various groups (DNR, USGS, MPCA,
MDH), which if combined in one location, could paint a rich data picture. "accuracy is a huge factor, this could be
a catalyst for more volunteer efforts or the merge of Data from other groups, sees the app and water testing as
both independently important tools that could survive together or alone, cost would be a factor (but if value can be
shown ), thought this could be valuable for other groups beyond MPCA"
Customer Interview
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Data Management
Packages; Build communities - Word of Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Quicker turn-around than plateand-incubate is valuable.; Developmental Costs –experimentation (Sovell)
2/20/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Maria, Phillips, Ahwatukee School District
Maria works for
the Ahuwatukee School District in primary education in the state of Arizona. Unlike Sergio, Maria has one group of
students the entire day. She echoed Sergio's information about purchasing the product - it would have to be
approved by the school board and would likely be shared amongst many schools (which she didn't see as an issue)
She was very interested in the app itself. Her school has iPads, and an iPad application would be very beneficial
and used much more than the system itself. She also felt like there would be more buy off for the purchase of an
app over the purchase of the system. She felt as if the comparison between schools / water would be a
tremendous learning tool - specifically for those living in the desert with different water concerns than those
elsewhere in the country or world, similar to a pen pal system her school already does. Her students are also
familiar with iPad applications and the transition would be easier for her younger students.
An iPad
application would have greater acceptance in the school system as many schools already have an iPad program
and access to the devices. Customer Interview
Value Propositions
Government-based Environmental
Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Make sampling process easier.; Waste Reduction; Data comes to
org/agency in a consistent format.; Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Sample collection
and analysis can happen at the same place.; Aid organizations/Emergency response (e.g. Red Cross); Gathering
water quality data; Academic Research-based Env. Monitors; Well Owners/Users; Businesses with natural water
interactions. (e.g. summer camp with a swimming lake); Primary/Secondary Education (Phillips)
2/20/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Sergio Holgiun, Educator, Dobson High School Sergio is a
teacher at a local high school in Arizona. On a daily basis, Sergio sees 5 different groups of his students come
through his door, teaching a variety of age groups and student groups in general. Sergio and I talked mostly about
the process of approval in his school. Through this conversation I learned that the school board is the ultimate
decision maker, without approval from this group, a new system can never be put into place. If something like this
were to be approved, it would need to be shared not only amongst classes within his school but within the entire
district most likely if there was a chance of being pushed through. Students in Sergio's school currently do not go
to a water source for water testing however this is mainly because of the fact that AZ has limited access to flowing
water
The main decision maker is the school board, this group would also likely want to share something like
this amongst an entire district.
Customer Interview
Customer Segments
Government-based
Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Make sampling process easier.; Waste Reduction; Data
comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Sample
collection and analysis can happen at the same place.; Aid organizations/Emergency response (e.g. Red Cross);
Gathering water quality data; Academic Research-based Env. Monitors; Well Owners/Users; Businesses with
natural water interactions. (e.g. summer camp with a swimming lake); Primary/Secondary Education (S. Holguin)
2/21/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Hartwell Carson, French Broad Riverkeeper, Western North Carolina
Alliance We thought that the non-profit environmental group would be a significant target customer. During this
interview, we learned that Hartwell thinks there is a tremendous need for quicker turn-around and data sharing. He
mentioned some kind of app twice during the interview as being an important part of the process. Currently the
bacteria monitoring program has sample events weekly, but the real information comes when the weather has
included rain. The biggest pain for the organization is that bacterial load changes so significantly with rain. Right
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after rain events, the E. coli count is high enough for concern, but with a regularly scheduled sampling day, they
often miss those spikes and the opportunity to track them back to their sources. This device would not need to be
comparable in cost to the $2-$3 per sample if the data quality and turn-around were as expected. The device could
easily cost in the $1,000-$2,000 range with individual slides less than $10. Water is our most important resource
according to Hartwell, and this device could be a game-changer in the monitoring world. WNCA would definitely
buy one. Other potential customers: waste water treatment plants, NC Dept. of Env. and Natural Resources (all
regional offices), other state regulatory agencies, US EPA, beach testing reports, watershed groups, and trout
fisheries. As a result of this interview we will continue with feasibility questions for the device as proposed. The app
should be developed in parallel.
Potential game-changer for bacterial monitoring.
Customer Interview
Key Resources
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Inside
Entry into WNCA; Co- creation- relationship with WNC non-profit during production; Alliance with WNCA as
buyer/seller -reduction of risk; Make sampling process easier.; Waste Reduction; Data comes to org/agency in a
consistent format.; Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Revenue Stream - tied to Hartwell
development
mockups
testing; Salaries; Gathering water quality data; App Developer; creating photo
archive of bacterial samples; adding transparency/quality to sampling process; app development fees; Finding an
app developer; Encouraging user to continue volunteering; Homeowners with water frontage/other concerned
parties; Advertisers; Selling data to agencies; Renting email lists to specific advertisers; Grant funding;
Advertising; Water monitoring volunteers; Free app; Selling app upgrades; Money; web database; website;
minimal computer hardware in-house; Computer hardware purchase (minimal) (Carson)
2/22/14 Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Biff Spisak, Teacher, Earth Science and Physics, AC Reynolds
High School
We thought that teachers or high schools would be a potential customer for this product. Spisak's
typical day starts with administrative tasks: dealing with emails, crises, etc. His day is very similar to Hutchinson's.
Lab exercises are difficult to do with 28-32 students in each class. There are too many opportunities for goofing off.
Spisak's biggest pain point is the "apathy of the general kid". He wished he could open them up like oysters and
insert a little something to grow a pearl over time. I pointed out that that is an irritant, and that his metaphor may
have deeper application than he initially thought. When asked if this device would be useful, he hesitated for a bit,
and looped back to the issue that class control is a difficult issue, and that as teachers, they are pressed for time.
Adding in an extra activity could take away from the instruction dedicated to teaching-standards. The teachers in
NC are assessed on their scores. Bacterial monitoring is on the periphery of Spisak's subjects; in the right setting,
however, the device could be very useful. Spisak thinks that clean water is the number one environmental concern,
and he went on to talk about the Chesapeake Bay, loss of large fish in the oceans, and the absurdity of not being
able to eat fish because of human activity. This interview aligned fairly closely to Hutchinson's in terms of our
product's appeal to teachers. We will likely pivot away from high-school teachers as a potential customer. It is still
possible that a school or a district may be able to share a single unit amongst teachers. Teachers are not likely to
be able to purchase one of these. Leasing or a service aspect might put it within their grasp though. There was a
desire to have guest speakers in the class. Perhaps a representative of WNCA could lead a short unit on water
quality monitoring and put the device to use.
Customer Interview
Key Partners
Make sampling
process easier.; Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Gathering water quality data;
Primary/Secondary Education
development
mockups
testing; User Relationship - Sharing of Data
etc.; App Developer; apple app store; app development fees; Reviews in app stores; Finding an app developer;
Encouraging user to continue volunteering; Sampling supply manufacturer (Micrology Labs
maker of
Easygel); Selling data to agencies; Grant funding; Business Development Partnerships; Selling app upgrades
(Spisak)
2/22/14 Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Bruce Hutchinson, Teacher, Earth Science and AP Environmental
Science, AC Reynolds High School We thought that high school teachers/high schools would be a potential
customer. Hutchinson’s typical day starts with administrative tasks as science department chair and as a teacher.
He has three 90-minute classes per school day, sometimes with different topics in each class. His day also includes
one 90-minute planning period to arrange demos, labs, lectures, and to grade papers. Field trips are hard to do
largely because of safety and liability issues. Proper laboratory exercises are also difficult not because of safety, but
because of the topic. Once he tried to have students bring in soil and water samples for assessment, but things got
messy. The students acted like they were making mud pies instead of really feeling the texture of their soils. This
sort of device would be useful, but money is a big concern for teachers. Their yearly operational budgets are small
and may include the purchase of things ranging from chemicals for labs to office supplies, consumable things. They
don't have much for hardware acquisition. If there was some sort of grant, they could probably do it. Going forward
we will limit our effort to target high schools directly.
Individual teachers are not likely to be able to
purchase one of these devices as proposed. Customer Interview
Value Propositions
Make sampling
process easier.; Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; Gathering water quality data;
Primary/Secondary Education
maker of Easygel); Business Development Partnerships; Bloggers (Hutchinson)
2/23/14 Craig Johnson
Video Chat with Joel Kohn, bacterial monitoring project volunteer, Western North
Carolina Alliance Volunteer for approx. 1 year + collecting water samples for bacteria. Past testing water as kid.
Class in high school collecting water samples/insects along creek to check for biodiversity. During the collection
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process what works and what doesn't work? Sampling works fine, usually. Straightforward. 1 mL samples , put in
vial , awkward , lots of elements to hold and pack into pockets , put samples on ice to transport home , plate.
Incubation process is the most difficult process. $50 cost for incubator. Process needs to adjust to outside/external
temp shifts. Volunteering samples all year, but wadding out doesn't happen all year. Uploading data instantly
would be helpful typically the length of time in the process only adds to chances that data responses can get put
off. Excel was in use not very friendly for this process. Access as an example might function better or it's type of
function in a different system. System limits amount of volunteers that can be brought in because of workflow.
Data isn't that available to volunteers and public. Instant data could be reviewed or added to maps often, which
would give a better sense of gratification and sense of community. Who would purchase (or could purchase) this
waterslide lab? Individual on occasion, but mostly a group would purchase. Instructions for sale might be an
interesting tool or option if price was better. Maybe this would help to introduce used parts. Gov't surplus, meters,
etc. App how would it be best displayed? Maps, watersheds, indicators that show readings (basic readings). Data
events confuse historic averages so presented in some other way. Maybe providing a non-gov't site with data can
be more useful. "maybe provide various options for purchase: instant feedback is good for volunteers, process
could be easier to ensure more participation, seeing collected info used would add to value and community"
Customer Interview
Non-profit Environmental Groups; Creation of platform/network; Make
sampling process easier.; Waste Reduction; Quicker turn-around than plate-and-incubate is valuable.; User
Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; Gathering water quality data; hardware: retail estimate for required parts
$500.00 per unit. (J. Kohn)
2/28/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Kirby Callaway, Assistant Riverkeeper, Western North Carolina Alliance
Before this meeting we wondered if the app alone would resonate with volunteer organizations. During
this meeting we learned that Kirby oversees and operates the monitoring program. She plates all of the samples
returned by volunteers during their weekly sampling excursions. She gives the volunteers sample locations and
instructions. The organization is still trying to figure out how to use the data I'm gathering. Usually, the process is
to track a bacterial plume back to its source. Since the organization is not reporting the values to regulatory
agencies, they are not as concerned about data quality/integrity as the governmental agencies with whom we
spoke. She was concerned about the controls around the incubation process: cleanliness, temperature, and time.
She also stated that water temperature, air temperature, and recent precipitation are important data points that
should be collected at the sample site. When presented with the idea of an app to standardize collection and return
photo evidence of the results, Kirby seemed excited. She definitely thought it would be valuable. As a result of this
meeting, we will push the app further.
The app is viable. Customer Interview
Value Propositions
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Word of Mouth; Inside
Entry into WNCA; Data Management Packages; Reporting Packages; Co- creation- relationship with WNC non-profit
during production; Build communities - Word of Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency
in a consistent format.; User Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; Gathering water quality data; offering licensing to
organizations (Callaway)
2/28/14 Jessica Papa
Video Chat with Jon Fiegen, Surface Water Rule Specialist, AZ Dept. of Environmental
Quality - Drinking Water Jon was intrigued about the idea of the app in general ( he thought the pivot made
sense and that there would be more of a need for something like this rather than the physical product) and that it
would likely aid in quality control however he did not see this as a major problem. His main pain point in general
was a lack of funding and local resources to conduct testing (often samples must be sent out of the state for
testing). When asked if the proposed app might help to compare data, interestingly enough Jon noted that it is rare
for local communities to compare water. The county may make such comparisons, but local municipalities do not.
Jon noted that this type of system would stream through the traditional channels, reaching the higher ups and
trickling it's way down. He would likely hear about something like this from trade newsletters and publications and
perhaps from websites or blogs.
Local communities do not compare drinking water data - perhaps something
like this app would help to bridge communication points.
Customer Interview
Customer Segments
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Direct web sales; Word of
Mouth; Inside Entry into WNCA; Well Owners/Users; Businesses with natural water interactions. (e.g. summer
camp with a swimming lake); Primary/Secondary Education; Waste Water Treatment Plants; Regional NC DENR
offices. (Fiegen)
3/1/14 Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Melissa Sommerich, Physician's Assistant, Banfield
We
thought that a product pivot would re-open the possibility of use in a clinical setting. Melissa thinks that clean
water is of immense value: dirty water costs more to clean up for drinking, for one. She also talked about the
Melissa is a PA and recalled regularly swabbing and plating samples from drinking water and surface swabs while
she was in school. She did not recall all of the details, but she remembered being surprised by the contamination of
the drinking water. These were not specific tests for particular bacteria but rather presence/absence assessments.
She thought that the possibility of having an archive of pictures was intriguing and could help show trends over
time. She thought that an app to help count would be a big help. She remembered losing track of her colony count
on more than one occasion, forcing her to start counting the plate all over again. She liked the social aspect of
being able to share the data with others. She thought that it was a "really good idea" and that it could have a use
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in a clinical setting for record-keeping and colony-counting purposes. We are following up by re-interviewing Jane
Kohn, microbiological lab technician.
A clinical setting may be back on the table. Customer Interview
Channels
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Word of
Mouth; Inside Entry into WNCA; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.;
User Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; Gathering water quality data; Primary/Secondary Education; Waste Water
Treatment Plants; fliers at conferences; partnering with text books; apple app store; Google play store (M.
Sommerich)
3/1/14 Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Joe Sommerich, Veterinarian, Banfield Before this meeting, we
thought that word of mouth awareness of this product would be a key channel for reaching our customers. Joe is a
veterinarian and carries an Android smartphone. He lives on a fairly large piece of property with several water
seeps, but no creeks or streams. His major concern for water quality is chemistry rather than biology; has noticed
an oily sheen where one of his seeps forms a pool. Joe does use utility-type apps, and his product discovery is
based on his need. He'll search the Play store for key words, and then he thoroughly reads reviews and ratings. He
mostly uses free apps, and most recently downloaded a black light app. He used this in his vet practice when his
dedicated black light failed suddenly. Often Joe's app investigations are based on recommendations from friends.
The black light app was a recommendation by one of his vet colleagues. Joe thinks that the app idea we are
proposing would be valuable because it would allow bacterial data to be gathered consistently. He also liked the
idea of having an archive of photographs for the plate results. Joe has heard about apps at professional
conferences, and has also used apps as a part of those conferences. Joe reminded us that there is a significant
base of Android users. Joe was especially excited about the idea of extending photographic counting methods to
field biology, where the sampler would count all of the different plant species in a square meter. He thought the
app could help identify and perhaps point out unknown species. Based on this meeting, we will focus on making an
experience that works well and simply to encourage word of mouth promotion. Friend recommendation is a key
way people find out about apps. The function could be expanded for other scientific sampling efforts.
Customer Interview
Cost Structure
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit
Environmental Groups; Direct web sales; Word of Mouth; Inside Entry into WNCA; Build communities - Word of
Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; User Relationship Sharing of Data etc.; Gathering water quality data; Well Owners/Users; Businesses with natural water interactions.
(e.g. summer camp with a swimming lake); Primary/Secondary Education; Waste Water Treatment Plants; App
Developer; Regional NC DENR offices.; fliers at conferences; partnering with text books; offering licensing to
organizations; apple app store; Google play store (J. Sommerich)
3/1/14 Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Emily Sommerich, Middle School Student, Hanger Hall We
thought that the Apple App store would be a viable way to reach our customers. Emily plays multiple games on her
iPod touch. She heard about most of them either from friends or from the splash screen in the App Store, where
highly-rated/downloaded games are present. She mostly consumes free apps. The only time she has paid for one
was when the app came very highly recommended by multiple friends. She does not really use utility apps. Emily
represents a group that is fluent in mobile app consumption. While her insights to this particular product were
limited, her experience with apps in general was valuable. Emily also recalled students plating swabs of various
surfaces and water sources for science fair projects. She thought that this idea might work well for that sort of use.
Based on this interview, we cannot expect to get downloads simply by being listed in the app store.
App
store alone is not enough. We need word of mouth promotion and high ratings in the app store itself.
Customer Interview
Customer Segments
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Nonprofit Environmental Groups; Word of Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Gathering water quality data;
Primary/Secondary Education; apple app store (E. Sommerich)
3/1/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Maria Phillips, Educator, Ahwatukee School District
I reinterviewed Maria after our transition to the app as the core product. Maria was on board with this transition,
specifically as it would reduce barriers to entry from her standpoint. Maria would be interested in a license (pending
pricing) or purchase the app for her own phone / tablet and sharing her screen. If the school board was unwilling to
pay for it and a teacher wanted to use it, paying under $10 for access to the app (out of her own pocket) would
make it an option for her classroom - pending approval for the curriculum from her principal. Maria listens to NPR
and follows various blogs, specifically blogs directed at tech and science news. Depending on pricing either a
license or a single use app download would be the most beneficial to her, a download as part of a text book would
ensure that more users had access and would allow the app to be much more visible.
The app reduces barriers
to entry allowing a wider range of users.
Customer Interview
Channels
Government-based
Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Direct web sales; Word of Mouth; Inside Entry into
WNCA; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; Gathering water quality
data; Well Owners/Users; Businesses with natural water interactions. (e.g. summer camp with a swimming lake);
Primary/Secondary Education; Waste Water Treatment Plants; Regional NC DENR offices.; fliers at conferences;
partnering with text books maker of Easygel); Connecting volunteers to organizations; Selling data to agencies;
Renting email lists to specific advertisers; Grant funding; Water monitoring volunteers; Free app; Business
Development Partnerships (Phillips)
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3/1/14

Jessica Papa
Video Chat with Judy Anzalone, Educator / Team Lead, New Castle Area School District
Judy is a recently retired schoolteacher. We chatted about the process by which an app like this would
make it's way into her school and if she found a need / want for something like this. Judy first off mentioned that
her school district did not provide tablets for each student but that most teachers had access to a limited version of
a computer which meant that they had restricted access to the web but could share her screen with the class via a
projector. She felt that the app sounded great, however without a corresponding website, her district would be
unable to really use it. Unlike previous educator interviews, Judy mentioned that each principal has a cash fund set
aside for the school to essentially do with it as (he/she) sees fit. If the price was for a license to a site or app such
as this and the pricing was low enough, the school board could be bypassed altogether making it a bit easier to get
approved. Otherwise, it would have to be directed through the school board. When asked about channels to reach
her, Judy mentioned that she heard about new process and tools through publications, occasional "in-service days"
- days where students stay home but educators participate in containing education, continuing education summits,
and through various news outlets. She also mentioned that her district has a curriculum director who is the most
influential person in the district when it comes to getting new tools passed through. Essentially if the curriculum
director is on board, you are good. The curriculum director is the person to reach, they are the ones who can make
a case for something new to be put into motion. Additionally, a website to compliment the app is important for
those schools without access to tablets, etc. Customer Interview
Value Propositions
Governmentbased Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Direct web sales; Word of Mouth; Inside Entry
into WNCA; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; Gathering water
quality data; Well Owners/Users; Businesses with natural water interactions. (e.g. summer camp with a swimming
lake); Primary/Secondary Education; Waste Water Treatment Plants; Regional NC DENR offices.; fliers at
conferences; partnering with text book. (Anzalone)
3/2/14

Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Jane Kohn, Medical Laboratory Scientist II, Lexington Medical Center
We thought that with the pivot, a laboratory/clinical setting may be back on the table for possible
customer segment. Jane does assign value to clean water. She assumed that everyone did. She thinks that clean
water makes everything grow better, from plants and crops to humans. Pathogen load in humans can stunt growth
in addition to general poorer health. Jane didn't know if this app would be helpful in the lab setting. It might be
nice to have a photo record if someone questioned the results. Plates get thrown away. Usually organisms are only
kept for a couple of weeks. Everyone plates their samples a little differently, so the photo might shed light on
discrepancies. They only count cultures for urine samples, and then they isolate the organism and run it through
the PCR for identification. Live samples of odd organisms will be sent off for further analysis at more specialized
labs. A photographic record might be helpful in a teaching setting. Based on this we will not add doctors/hospitals
back to the canvas, but this was the second mention of an educational setting being valuable.
Price and
function may re-open schools as a customer.
Customer Interview
Channels
Primary/Secondary Education
maker of Easygel); Tourism sector; Business Development
Partnerships (J. Kohn, Personal Interview Follow Up)
3/8/14

Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Celeste Butler, Nutritionist, M.D., Doctor's office
Thought: We thought that our customer relationships would involve significant feedback from the users.
Learned: Celeste is an active person: she runs, cycles, practices yoga, and rides motorcycles. The mobile apps she
uses are usually from word-of-mouth recommendations from friends. She doesn't typically rate or review apps that
she uses. Her interaction comes from whether or not she tells a friend about that app. She is not as data-driven as
her husband, Ben, but she has kept the computer on her bicycle to keep track of her bicycle rides. Even though she
knows that she will never be a professional racer, she values knowing how her rides progress. She likes the idea of
sharing statistics as a means of asynchronous competition. Some of the apps she uses have a kind of leader board
for fitness or frequency of activity. We may not get the level of direct feedback that we want from customers
without asking them directly, asking them for a rating/review. The data sharing and leader board aspects of apps
were particularly appealing to Celeste. Do: Focus on what we share. Make sure users share data, maybe pay more
for privacy.
Feedback may not come voluntarily from the average user.
Customer Interview
Non-profit Environmental Groups; Word of Mouth; Creation of platform/network; Build communities Word of Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; User
Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; adding transparency/quality to sampling process; free to use app (C. Butler)
3/8/14

Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Ben Butler, Administrator, Thomas Jefferson Classical Academy
Thought: We thought that our viral loop would be a key driver to GET customers. Learned: Ben kept
steering the interview away from my 'official' questions to what he wanted to talk about, so I reformulated my
questions to try to get information without asking directly. I approached Ben as a friend and data-head. He likes
numbers, but also stresses the importance of knowing that they are just numbers. Without context or purpose,
numbers don't mean a whole lot. Ben has competed as an amateur bicycle racer and used a lot of metrics to try
and maintain his performance. After a particularly frustrating wreck, he got out of racing, and his desire to keep up
with the data has also waned. He has taken the computer off his bike, and now he just rides. Some of his most
successful racing friends have told Ben that their training regime was simple: get out with one other person, take
turns pulling (riding in front), and just ride as fast as possible. When Ben was keeping up with his data, there was
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a particular program that he used in conjunction with his cycle computer and mobile phone that he heard about
from his friends. That program had several price points and feature sets. The most basic was cheap enough and
functional enough for his use. As an administrator, Ben wants to balance data with expertise. He stressed the
importance of knowing when to use or ignore metrics. He will trust his teacher's judgments of student promotion
over the notion of keeping a student with the student's cohort. Ben's insights were tightly connected to the KEEP
portion of the funnel. His data habits were not enough to keep him using his software once the driving activity
stopped. Likewise, this product is directly connected to a real-world activity. How can we keep the user engaged
with the activity to continue app use? Do: Brainstorm how to make the app remind the user to do the activity.
Figure out how to partner with sampling material suppliers.
Our software is connected to a real-world activity.
The app needs to support, encourage, and facilitate that activity.
Customer Interview
Nonprofit Environmental Groups; Inside Entry into WNCA; Build communities - Word of Mouth; Make sampling process
easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; User Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; Gathering
water quality data; Well Owners/Users; Primary/Secondary Education; partnering with text books; Free trial
connected to trade magazine or other product; adding transparency/quality to sampling process; free to use app
(B. Butler)
3/9/14 Craig Johnson
Video Chat with Norm & Karen Johnson, Lakeshore Home Owners and Lake Association
Members, Webb Lake
Before the meeting we didn't know how valuable an app for water monitoring would be
to residents on a lake or members of a lake association. We found that they have a great stake in the health of
their lake and it is directly tied to the value of their property. "the value of our property is based on the water
clarity and health of our lake" is what the interviewer said, also stating that "the whole economy (of that area in
Wisconsin) is based on tourism and the health of our lakes and rivers." Many lake monitors are tied to lake
associations and much of the lake associations are tied to tourism. Tapping into area tourism and lake associations
would drive monitors to use the app and people in the area would monitor the results and see the data mapped.
Many buyers first get a lake assessment from places like the University of Wisconsin before buying to assure the
lake is healthy. This shows how the value of the app can be used to show good management and possibly help
associations avoid events by seeing what is happening in big picture mapping of data.
"the value of our property
is based on the water clarity and health of our lake" Customer Interview
Customer Segments
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Businesses with natural
water interactions. (e.g. summer camp with a swimming lake); Homeowners with water frontage/other concerned
parties (Johnson and Johnson)
3/9/14

Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Marta Harding, Senior Communications Designer, IDEO
Thought: We thought that customers would hear about apps from their friends. Learned: Marta thinks that
all water is important as everything is connected by water. She thinks it's scary in a way, thinking about what goes
into the fish that are consumed by humans. Marta uses the iPhone, and doesn't have many apps on her phone. If
an app sits on her screen without being used, she always wants to delete that app. She has a few games, but most
of her apps are utilities: calendar, social media, finances, photo, and travel. Most the apps Marta has downloaded
were free, and she heard about most of them from friends. Some of those friends read tech blogs. Marta noted that
many of the apps she uses are brands with which she had an existing interaction. If an app doesn't work the first
time or is too hard to use/understand, Marta deletes that app. She thinks that this app idea is valuable in general,
but should be an easy, seamless experience for the user in the field, or else the user will give up and go back to
what the user was doing before.
An app better work well and easily at the first use, or else it will likely be
deleted. Customer Interview
Cost Structure
Non-profit Environmental Groups; Word of Mouth; Build
communities - Word of Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.;
Gathering water quality data; Primary/Secondary Education; App Developer; Free trial connected to trade
magazine or other product; creating photo archive of bacterial samples; adding transparency/quality to sampling
process; app development fees; free to use app (M. Kohn)
3/9/14 Jessica Papa
Video Chat with Annie Papa, Chemistry / Aeronautical Engineering Student, Akron
University
Annie is currently a college student studying chemistry and aeronautical engineering. I spoke
with Annie to see how she uses apps now in school and how she might use them in the future. Currently none of
Annie's professors require the use of an app, however some do require subscriptions to various programs and
websites for her coursework. Even if it weren’t required for her coursework, if she thought it might be helpful or
just interesting she would consider downloading it, if it was free she'd be really interested in doing so. If she had to
pay for it, it's likely that she would stop using the app unless it was required. Annie reads blogs, and spends a lot
of time online in general - Facebook, Hulu and Netflix for downtime and researching school work in her other online
time. Annie reads reviews fairly often before making purchases, positive WOM in-person and through reviews
would help her decide.
if it were required as part of her coursework, Annie would pay for the app however
otherwise she'd only use the "free" version. Customer Interview
Customer Relationships
Co- creationrelationship with WNC non-profit during production; Build communities - Word of Mouth; User Relationship Sharing of Data etc.; Reviews in app stores; AdWords; SEO; Booths at events; Targeted banner ads; Reminders to
check water body health; Social sharing/mapping of data (A. Papa)
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3/9/14 Jessica Papa
Video Chat with Angelo Papa, Attorney / Former member New Castle Area School Board,
Signature Hill Legal
Angelo is a former school board member, I spoke with him to discuss how he as a
decision maker might be persuaded to purchase the app for his school district. Angelo mentioned that in his former
school district, he was presented with pitches on a semi-regular basis for new programs and spending in general.
He mentioned that the purchasing process typically happened around the end of school year for the upcoming
school year and that targeting board members during the February - April time frame would be the most effective.
After that budgets rarely move until the following year. If an app were to incur additional expenses year after year,
that may become problematic as a body such a school board would have to "re-fund" it year after year. It would be
more effective and efficient to supply the program on say a 5-year plan as opposed to having to renew each year.
When presented with various channels to choose from, Angelo reminded me that "he's old, he doesn't browse
online". While this isn't entirely true, he does bring up a good point that if we are targeting decision makers who
may be different than users, some channels and means to market may have to be adopted slightly to reach these
members, keeping traditional media in play at least at least slightly.
"We may have to put some of the budget
towards traditional media. A longer time frame cycle may be desirable for boards and other groups so that they
don't have to fight for it year after year."
Customer Interview
Value Propositions
Co- creationrelationship with WNC non-profit during production; Build communities - Word of Mouth; User Relationship Sharing of Data etc.; Reviews in app stores; AdWords; SEO; Booths at events; Targeted banner ads; Reminders to
check water body health; Social sharing/mapping of data (A. Papa)
3/9/14 Jessica Papa
Video Chat with John Hudson, HS teacher, councilor, Akron School District
John
and I discussed the likelihood of students using such an app in the classroom, the teacher involvement and how
classrooms may identify as users. John’s school does not currently have a tablet program, however they are
supposed to. A bit of red tape and funding issues have delayed the process. In the meantime, John's students and
fellow teachers are allowed to BYOD - bring your own device. While this is beneficial to some children, it is a bit
hard on the others who don't have access to something like this. Currently these students are using tablets
essentially as a note-taking device. Once the entire school has access, they will be used on a broader basis and
something like an app can be used. John believes the app would be used at his school, specifically by a few
teachers who are concerned with environmental issues. Unlike the other educators I spoke with, John believes
teachers would pay for the app on their own without seeking approval from a board first, to use as part of a
curriculum. He believes it could potentially lead to the purchase of a physical water-testing device but ultimately
would most likely be used as an app only. John receives publications that he would peruse from time to time but
said he would most likely hear about the app from others in the school who have used it or other schools. When
prompted about how likely he would be to purchase the app if he were marketed, he seemed to doubt it, however
when I probed further about how be makes other purchases it became clear that he is influenced by digital
marketing tactics. He mentioned that while the free trial is nice, he'd prefer to have all of the access at once,
especially if he were to submit if for expenses.
"WOM is critical for the success of the app. While a free
method is great, it's preferable to have the option to pay upfront for expensing purposes."
Customer
Interview
Customer Segment Co- creation- relationship with WNC non-profit during production; Build
communities - Word of Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.;
User Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; Gathering water quality data; creating photo archive of bacterial samples;
adding transparency/quality to sampling process; Reviews in app stores; Encouraging user to continue
volunteering; Water knowledge for tourism purposes.; AdWords; SEO; Booths at events; Targeted banner ads;
Reminders to check water body health; Social sharing/mapping of data (Hudson)
3/9/14

Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Jennifer Kohn, School Counselor, AC Reynolds High School
Thought: We thought that the connection between the activity and the app would be important. Learned:
Jennifer is a frequent user of mobile apps. The first ones that came to her mind were games. She could not recall
ever paying for a game. There are many games that Jennifer has used or downloaded to try that have not engaged
her, so she has deleted them. Most of those games came from recommendations from friends. Sometimes if she is
bored, she will search the (Apple) app store for recommended games. Jennifer also uses several utility-type apps.
The ones that came to mind were the calculator and a running app. She does not have a calculator in her office, so
she finds the convenience of the in-phone calculator compelling. The running app lets her keep some stats about
her exercise and map her routes. That particular app has built-in notifications to go run after so many days since
the previous event, but Jennifer disabled those alerts. The app also has the ability to push data to Facebook for
public sharing. Jennifer disabled that feature as well, as she didn't want to share her results publicly. She thinks
there is a paid version of that app with expanded features, but the free one is adequate for her needs. She also
does not recall seeing ads in the app. She thinks that our product could be useful in an outside class project for
high school students, likely advanced placement level. It would need to be free to students and cheap to
instructors. She thought that a grant would be needed to cover sampling supplies and app subscriptions for the
students. The app could also have a long enough trial period to allow the students to do their project. Do: Look at
how to phrase reminders. "Go run" was not motivating. "How is your creek health?" may be compelling enough to
get the user to open the app at least.
We had focused on in-class use. This may be useful as an outside class
project in a high school setting. Push notifications are of mixed effectiveness. Customer Interview
Value
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Propositions
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Word of Mouth; Co- creation- relationship with WNC
non-profit during production; Build communities - Word of Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to
org/agency in a consistent format.; User Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; Gathering water quality data;
Primary/Secondary Education; apple app store; Reviews in app stores (J. Kohn)
3/10/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Kris Stepenuck, Director of Water Action Volunteers Stream Monitoring
Program, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Thought: Before this interview, we thought that the
volunteer would pay for the app that they are using to help with data collection. Learned: Kris' interest in water
quality began in high school and continued through her college major in water resources. Kris is a whitewater
kayaker and recently earned her PhD to better direct her programs. The program mainly uses aquatic insects as
the indicator of water health. The program monitors 565 sites in Wisconsin with 3 levels of volunteer
involvement/expertise. Level 1volunteers collect and catalog macroinvertebrates (insects). Level 2 volunteers
perform the same tests as the DNR biologists and measure dissolved oxygen levels and pH in the field with meters.
The Level 3 volunteers have special training and monitor bacteria, take grab samples, measure phosphate, and
measure salt levels (conductivity and chloride). Most of the funding for this program comes from federal sources.
Kris thought that the hardware proposed initially would be a huge benefit if it could offer faster turn-around than
plate-and-incubate methods. She asked, "Why do we close the beach today based on yesterday's data?" Kris also
wondered how the people who got in the water yesterday would find out about the contaminated water. She said
the app idea sounded "super slick" but worried about dropping her phone in the water. Her organization uses a
different growth medium for bacterial monitoring: colony + bubbles = E. coli; it's not based on color like Coliscan
Easygel. She mentioned that the Global Waterwatch program does use Easygel. She also mentioned that each
program uses a different database, not just that they may collect different data or structure the data table
differently, but that some may use Oracle vs. MySQL. Those different types of database management software
have different dialects for programming. Kris thought that the mapping aspect would be important to volunteers,
and that it would help to keep them engaged. Kris recommended contacting Greg Newman at the University of
Colorado Fort Collins who manages a national database program for environmental data. Kris concluded by
commenting that she thought the eventual hardware component would be grant-fundable "for sure". Action: Keep
hardware component as future development/next sell once the app is up and running.
The fast turnaround of the
proposed hardware still resonates, but is still beyond the scope of this lean startup approach.
Customer
Interview
Value Propositions
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental
Groups; Data Management Packages; Build communities - Word of Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Data
comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; User Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; Gathering water quality
data; creating photo archive of bacterial samples; adding transparency/quality to sampling process; free to use
app (Stepenuck)
3/12/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Mary Karius, Director of Volunteer Water Quality Monitoring, Hennepin
County Environmental Services Wetland Health Evaluation Program
Thought: We thought that we were
providing value to the volunteer primarily, so they should be the main customer. Learned: Mary's program in
Hennepin County, MN is split into stream and wetland monitoring. The stream portion is called River Watch and is
geared toward high school education and outreach. The local government buys and uses the data. This portion is
exclusively youth-oriented. There is a consideration of the quality of this data. The wetland portion has paid staff
whose salaries come from grant funding and through payments to use the data collected. There is a significant
amount of QA and QC for the wetland portion of the monitoring program. All of Mary's program portion monitor
based on invertebrates (insects). This is an historical relic, as the organization did not make the conscious decision
to exclusively monitor insects; it simply came as the result of 20+ years of only paying attention to insects and the
build-up of in-house expertise. In western Hennepin, the organization has 15-16 years of continuous invertebrate
data. QA and QC work by Mary double-checking 10% of all stream monitoring results. The wetland teams each
have a certain number of sites, one of which belongs to another team for a crosscheck. Volunteers need a reason
to keep coming back. With the school, the motivation is connected to coursework, and there is another class every
year. Volunteers tend to gravitate toward projects where the data have a purpose or where the volunteers can see
the data in use. Mary thought that the app idea, the map in particular, would have implications far beyond simply
monitoring for bacteria. While her organization does not do bacterial testing, Mary would be open to checking out
any kind of app geared toward monitoring water quality. (The subtext was that it would be free to download.)
Action: We need to focus on the payer and the real value we are providing. The app should probably be free for
anyone to download and use.
The volunteer is not a customer. The volunteer is simply a user; we cannot
expect a volunteer to pay to perform the voluntary action. The action already represents a donation of time,
energy, and likely gasoline to some higher purpose. Customer Interview
Customer Relationships
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Word of Mouth; Data
Management Packages; Reporting Packages; Build communities - Word of Mouth; Data comes to org/agency in a
consistent format.; User Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; Primary/Secondary Education; offering licensing to
organizations; creating photo archive of bacterial samples; adding transparency/quality to sampling process; free
to use app (Karius)
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3/15/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Dee Burkhart, Nurse, Nurse as local hospital, upstate New York
Dee has been a nurse for the past 15 years. Dee works with volunteers on a semi-regular basis, the main
point of the conversation was to determine how volunteers use systems and if they might be willing to use a
system similar the system proposed. Dee's volunteers are pretty engaged, if the app were applicable to their jobs,
Dee can think of a few who would likely be willing to purchase something like this however these volunteers are
most likely the volunteers who don't work elsewhere and are trying to keep their status long-term. Many
volunteers rotate on a monthly basis or perhaps even shorter - these volunteers would be highly unlikely to pay for
something and may even show some resistance to installing something on their personal devices such as their
smart phones - they may be more willing to use the website if it was built into their volunteer job description.
Some volunteers would be very likely to purchase and use the app, if they are engaged. Volunteers who
are less engaged, or simply "fulfilling an obligation" would be much less likely and may even show some resistance
to downloading the app if it is to their personal devices.
Customer Interview
Revenue Streams Data
Management Packages; Reporting Packages; Connecting volunteers to organizations; Selling data to agencies;
Renting email lists to specific advertisers; Grant funding; In-app advertisements?; connecting users to supply
manufacturers (Burkhart)
3/15/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Julie Farris, Pediatric Nurse, Traveling Nurse
I met with Julie
to talk about how technology has increased her work process, and how she might feel about the development of an
app and what she might be willing to pay for such a service. Julie currently uses standard operating processes for
her work. While she doesn't utilize anything like an app, she does rely on technology for patient records/ crossplatform access, etc. Julie is a traveling nurse, the ability to share / easily move data across systems would be
beneficial to her, however certain legal requirement and policies restrict this access - which is understandable. Julie
works with volunteers from time to time, when asked if she thought these volunteers would be willing to pay for
use of a piece of technology for their jobs, she strongly believed they would be resistant to the idea, however if it
was provided to them, they would be likely to use their own phones etc. for such usage. Agreement with Joel's
findings - volunteers would not be willing to purchase an app to use at work, however they would likely be willing
to use it if it were provided to them - assuming they had smartphones for the process. Customer Interview
Revenue Streams Data Management Packages; Reporting Packages; Connecting volunteers to
organizations; Selling data to agencies; Renting email lists to specific advertisers; Grant funding; In-app
advertisements?; connecting users to supply manufacturers (Farris)
3/16/14 Craig Johnson
In Person Meeting with Tara Zahler, PhD Candidate and Full-time Instructor, Indiana
University and University of Minnesota
We thought that department heads might need to allocate the funds to
purchase the app in bulk. Tara thought that it could be done in a simpler way (x3). 1. Professors can get grant
dollars from sources like NSF and can spend however it helps their research. 2. Professors get professional funds
and discretionary funding that they can spend in ways they feel will benefit their learning or the course. 3. Just list
the app as a required material on the syllabus "if under $5-7, I wouldn't think twice about it." Also connecting it to
a book or at conference publishers often can present or hold workshops. Free copies are often given away to draw
educators in.
"She did question if $5 was ""too cheap"" for something that is seemingly scientific and valuable.
Thought that each student could handle the cost with other required materials (low compared to books or other
scientific tools needed).Presenting at a conference to a focused group might spur early adoption give trials."
Customer Interview
Value Propositions
Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to
org/agency in a consistent format.; Gathering water quality data; creating photo archive of bacterial samples;
adding transparency/quality to sampling process; Encouraging user to continue volunteering; Water knowledge for
tourism purposes. (Zahler)
3/16/14 Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Ensor Utz, Environmental Engineer, AEI Consultants
We
thought that we would need to extract revenue from the non-profit organizations and government agencies using
the data we are collecting. Ensor has not done any bacterial monitoring personally. He had done some fieldwork
related to environmental monitoring. Ensor's first thought with looking for bacteria was septic tank monitoring
through the county health department. The health department (in North Carolina) is charged with investigating for
septic system leaks and would likely jump at any product that made that process easier; it's a labor-intensive
process. Ensor also suggested that home-school groups with a science emphasis would be potential customers, as
would STEM schools. He thought that a school group in particular would need to have a free app. He was intrigued
by the idea of "outsourcing" monitoring from big governmental bodies to John Q. Public. He thought that having
the public actively engaged with keeping an eye on the land and water could be extremely powerful. He thought
that the model of having to pay to access the data could work for generating income. Ensor also brought up the
QA/QC aspects of volunteer labor, saying that a photo record could help significantly. As a result of this interview,
we will shift away from a model that requires the user to pay for the app.
The realm of citizen science apps
could be a powerful engine for environmental cleanup/preservation.
Customer Interview
Revenue Streams
Government-based Environmental Monitors; User Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; Primary/Secondary
Education; creating photo archive of bacterial samples; adding transparency/quality to sampling process; Tourism;
Social sharing/mapping of data; Sampling supply manufacturers (e.g. Coliscan); Advertisers; Connecting
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volunteers to organizations; Selling data to agencies; Renting email lists to specific advertisers; Grant funding; Inapp advertisements?; connecting users to supply manufacturers; Water monitoring volunteers
3/16/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Jessie DeFrain, Pharmacist, Caremark Jessie and I spoke about
technology usage in her field and how likely she would be to use an app for purposes related to her profession.
Jessie doesn't use excess systems and tools for her profession other than what she is required, however that is
primarily because she has all of the tools in place that she needs - if something were missing from her current
arsenal of tools, she would be very willing to supplement her tools with something that would make her life a little
easier. To Jessie, the upfront cost is minimal compared to the value she would receive in an increase in time,
effectiveness and usability. Jessie values these three things above all other attributes as tools for her work. It is
also important to note that Jessie has a high income from her work and the cost of the app is minimal based on her
salary. Jessie also noted that she believed it is the responsibility of the company to pay for such systems however
she would be willing to pay for it out of pocket if she could see the value in the system as a way to make her worklife better.
Jessie values time effectiveness and usability above all else when working - she would be willing
to pay for that system if her employer was not.
Customer Interview
Revenue Streams Data
Management Packages; Reporting Packages; Connecting volunteers to organizations; Selling data to agencies;
Renting email lists to specific advertisers; Grant funding; In-app advertisements?; connecting users to supply
manufacturers (DeFrain)
3/16/14 Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Angela Utz, National Director - Associate Consultant Relations,
AEI Consultants Thought: We were beginning to think that the app needs to be free for the user. Learned:
Angela's company provides environmental services ranging from monitoring to site assessment for due diligence
purposes. She has not performed any water samples for bacteria since college, but she does value water. She
wouldn't live down gradient of the site of a battery plant in West Asheville that had significant contamination with
PCBs and other chlorinated solvents. She also would never allow her children to play in Hominy Creek since it's
downstream of that site. When Angela did do fieldwork with her company, those samples would get sent off to a
lab. The only tool used in the field for chemical identification is a photoionization detector to detect volatile organic
compounds. Angela thinks that we should be targeting any business/manufacturer that has any kind of water
pretreatment before discharging to the sewer. To bring a product to market, we need to capture the for-profit
sector, not just non-profit/government. An app for volunteer use needs to be free. Action: Look at feature additions
to target industrial wastewater outputs. This may be more than just bacteria. The hardware idea that started this
project would be a great next-sell. Customer Interview
Channels
Government-based Environmental
Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Data Management Packages; Make sampling process easier.; Data
comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; Gathering water quality data; creating photo archive of bacterial
samples; adding transparency/quality to sampling process; Encouraging user to continue volunteering; Water
knowledge for tourism purposes.; Sampling supply manufacturers (e.g. Coliscan); Advertisers; Connecting
volunteers to organizations; Selling data to agencies; Renting email lists to specific advertisers; Grant funding; Inapp advertisements?; connecting users to supply manufacturers; Water monitoring volunteers (Utz)
3/21/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Heather Anderson, Director Marketing, The Little Gym
International
Like Jordan [Jedeikin], Heather has a heavy hand in national partnerships with my organization.
We talked about Heather's experiences in partnerships and her key takeaways. Heather is a "big fan" of
partnerships, specifically when resources are limited. Heather noted that adding a few external people to the mix
essentially creates a larger department. She made sure to point out however how important it is to set realistic
expectations; partners aren't a part of your company, they aren't as invested in the success of your company as
you are and it's unwise to view a partnership as anything more than that. Heather also brought up an example of
app developers we hired. The group was proficient in their work however our time frame had to change on
numerous occasions because of other obligations on their end. It's easy to get disappointing and "screwed" by
partners because they can have alternative priorities than your own. Heather was quick to point out that while this
can be a deterrent to partnerships, they are simply a way of doing business and without partnerships, our
organization could not function.
Set realistic expectations with your partners, they have other priorities than
just your organization.
Customer Interview
Key Partners
App Developer; Sampling supply
manufacturer (Micrology Labs (Anderson)
3/21/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Jordan Jedeikin, Business Development Director, The Little Gym
International
Jordan is responsible for developing and managing partnerships on the corporate level. Jordan
works with me in my department where he is responsible for managing our key partnerships with LEGO and
Nickelodeon. Jordan and I talked primarily about what he looks for in partnerships and what makes a "good
partner". Jordan noted that the thing that is most important is a mutual relationship on some level. While there
isn't always a one-for-one scenario, it has to be beneficial to both on some level - if nothing else for the
stakeholders at any level and their expectations. Jordan also noted how key complimenting personalities and workstyles are to partnerships. Your partner doesn't have to be your best friend, but if you have differing personalities
and more importantly work at different paces, each party can feel as if the other "doesn't get their company" and
lead to one-off relationships as opposed to long lasting partnerships. To Jordan, there is nothing more "wasteful"
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than a one and done partnership that doesn't show a key impact - forging relationships takes a lot of work and
time and if that goes away after a two-week promotion, was it really worth it? Complimenting personalities on
some level are key if the partnership is to go from a one-time "event" to an actual relationship. Customer
Interview
Key Partners
App Developer; Business Development Partnerships (Jedeikin)
3/22/14 Jessica Papa
Video Chat with Angelica Aceves, Freelance Designer, NA
Angelica is a graphic
designer who is beginning to specialize in app design. We chatted about how her process works and what she likes
/ dislikes about the partnership relationship she has with her clients. Angelica prefers her work as a freelancer for
the freedom it affords her in addition to being able to work on different projects with different companies on a
regular basis. She enjoys as she described as " new adventures" that she gets being a partner however she quickly
noted that it could be difficult. She noted that as a partner and not a core part of the team, it's easy to get lost
speaking different languages with the client - either her design language or just not properly understanding their
needs, which she attributed to a lack of a clear picture to begin with. She notes that she is sometimes not seen as
an "equal partner" because she is an outside member as opposed to a team member but she also notes that on the
opposite side of the spectrum she is often seen as the expert and can be more "free" with her recommendations as
she doesn't have to deal with the normal hierarchy that comes along with corporate life. Angelica notes that it is
more difficult but even more important to get on the same page as an outside partner. Customer Interview
Key Partners
Non-profit Environmental Groups; Primary/Secondary Education; App Developer;
Sampling supply manufacturer (Micrology Labs (Aceves)
3/22/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Ginny Hunneke, Former Volunteer Coordinator, Riverlink
Ginny
was a volunteer for years with Riverlink before becoming their first volunteer coordinator, a volunteer position at
the time. She helped to get that position grant-funded for future coordinators. This organization used to be actively
involved with bacterial monitoring and used to house the French Broad Riverkeeper position. That shift away from
monitoring occurred around 2007. She has never personally monitored for bacteria but thought that an app to help
volunteers do their jobs better would be great. She was not able to speak to the organization's partners at this
time. Ginny has a brother-in-law and sister-in-law who work for NC DNR, who Ginny thought would be great
contacts. She also recommended a few other contacts that might be interested in an app to help volunteer
monitoring.
Even though Riverlink no longer actively monitors, the organization's overarching concern for the
health of the French Broad makes them excited about anything to help that goal.
Customer Interview
Revenue Streams Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Word of
Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; Gathering water quality
data; Primary/Secondary Education; App Developer; creating photo archive of bacterial samples; adding
transparency/quality to sampling process; Encouraging user to continue volunteering; Connecting volunteers to
organizations; Selling data to agencies; Grant funding; Water monitoring volunteers; Free app
but costs to
share data; Encouraging user to continue volunteering; Initial 3-month license for $10; Subsequent quarterly
license $2.50; Reminders to check water body health; Social sharing/mapping of data (G. Hunneke)
3/22/14 Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with Lisa Hurley, Sonographer, Duke Hospital System
Lisa was
able to speak to the organizational structure of the hospital where she works. It is a complex hierarchy, with many
departments and sub-departments. Technologically they still use pagers. Supposedly the system is paperless, but
the transition has been hard and incomplete. There were many different levels of technological familiarity and
comfort to incorporate. The people who built the paperless system did not really talk to the people using it, and
sometimes changes are made for one group with negative impacts for other users. This was connected to the "one
patient one record" standard associated with Obamacare. Some of Lisa's experience spoke to the challenges of
data interoperability. Three hospitals within the Duke system would each have a separate record with slightly
different conventions/notation and merging them seamlessly is difficult. Some information just seems to have been
lost in the change. For example, some patients have sonography images stored in a database with no reported
results associated in a separate database. Regarding partnerships, Lisa knew that the Radiology department would
farm out their services interpreting images for facilities/groups that had imaging but nobody trained to read
images. This was a significant source of revenue for the hospital, and someone recently lost their job for failing to
keep those clients happy and losing a major contract. There is also a program of Duke Affiliated hospitals, but Lisa
was not sure how that worked. Regarding the app idea, Lisa would want the individual user to have access to every
sampling event that user generated. She thought we would need a massive user base, but that someone would
always be interested in the data we are collecting. She was concerned that if we plan to sell our data and allow
environmental org partners to have some of it for free, that those very partners would be able to compete with us.
Is it possible to copyright data and restrict its use? Who really owns the data? Would the organizations expect to
have full access since it is the org's volunteers collecting the data? She thought that we would also need software
to interpret our database for the individual user's databases. She thought that this sounds like a lot of work for a
"question mark". She would like to be kept in the loop about developments. As a result of this, we need to figure
out how other citizen science apps that are free make money. We may not really have a source of revenue. How do
other free citizen science apps make money?
Customer Interview
Value Propositions
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit Environmental Groups; Data Management
Packages; Reporting Packages; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.;
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User Relationship - Sharing of Data etc.; Gathering water quality data; Primary/Secondary Education; App
Developer; creating photo archive of bacterial samples; adding transparency/quality to sampling process; Finding
an app developer; Encouraging user to continue volunteering; Sampling supply manufacturer (Micrology Labs
but costs to share data; Encouraging user to continue volunteering (Hurley)
3/23/14 Craig Johnson
Video Chat with Chris Bohnhoff, Photographer + Fly Fisher, Chris Bohnhoff Photography
Chris is a newer fly fisher who fishes with more seasoned anglers. They often use various blogs and tools
(USGS, DNR) to decide where to go fishing, but not real-time, only a low level of info. If they had a way to know
levels of bacteria on certain rivers it would help them decide where to go on any given day or possibly all summer.
Trout are very sensitive to water issues and avoiding streams that have high concentrations of runoff (farms,
chemicals which I don't think we'll be testing for yet?) Fly-fishing shops would want to offer this info to anglers.
Anglers (at least this group who fish for trout) seem to do a bit of research before they head out and plan
a trip. They also tend to be in a higher income bracket and often connected to groups like Trout Unlimited.
Customer Interview
Non-profit Environmental Groups; Reviews in app stores; Homeowners
with water frontage/other concerned parties (Bohnhoff)
3/23/14 Craig Johnson
Video Chat with Paul Everson, Immunologist + Whitewater Kayaker, Ancell CorpWe
thought that the WaterSlide app would be valuable to government groups and organizations that conduct water
testing, but a secondary market seemed to emerge. This secondary market seems to be less focused on water
testing, but using the results of the organizations to help make better decisions. For Paul, a long time whitewater
kayaker, having access to check bacteria levels of his favorite rivers "would be amazing." Just this spring a river he
was on was so polluted with fecal chloroform that he had to paddle off and in the past has suffered various
illnesses and infections. He'd consider a small amount for an app, but would use it, especially if it was tied to river
flow/gage levels. Kayakers (or other groups tied to the water for recreation) use the Internet already to decide on
premium times to go. Bacteria levels would be an added bonus and kayakers are a pretty focused group that could
be a valuable audience to certain advertisers (outdoor companies, environmental groups, etc.)
Customer
Interview
Word of Mouth; Build communities - Word of Mouth; Advertising
but costs to
share data; Finding an app developer; Encouraging user to continue volunteering; Water knowledge for tourism
purposes. (Everson)
3/23/14 Craig Johnson
In Person Meeting with Andrew Charon, Sr. Creative Developer, Acme Digital
Laboratories
Before the interview with Andrew we thought that an app for the Water Slide project could pull
from various APIs and collectively put that info together in a database where it could be more useful to many
different parties. Andrew helped assure this would work and that it's really 2-3 projects. The app that collects the
data and feeds it back, the camera element that would be used to count bacteria in the dish (with time lapse) and
the website that would use the database API feed to show the information in a more enriched and structured way
to paint a picture of what is going on with the water bodies in a given area. The camera aspect of the collection
might need to be able to be adjusted for different light conditions and manually overridden since something that
would do it automatically would be a much more expensive process. He also recognized the value in standardizing
the data input from the source making it much easier to use and organize later in a database. This was a huge
value in his mind that the info collected would be an apple to an apple not an apple to a crimson-red to a Fuji.
Andrew also recognized the value of direct feedback to volunteers and how that might help them to stay engaged.
He's discovered this in developing things like the "yearbook yourself" project he worked on at Colle McVoy years
back.
Just that the input method planned for the app might help the data to be more valuable later.
Customer Interview
Word of Mouth; Reporting Packages; App Developer; Reviews in app
stores; Finding an app developer; Encouraging user to continue volunteering; Selling app upgrades (Charon)
3/27/14 Craig Johnson
Video Chat with Zara Gonzalez Hoang, Designer and App Developer, Twistcone Before
the meeting we thought we'd need to spend about $150k on the development of an iOS app + database + web
experience for WaterSlide and talking with Zara really confirmed that was a good estimate. Two parts collecting of
data and flowing data back to other groups. Zara thought we should offer an override on the app if automatically
pulled API data isn't accurate to the true conditions in the field (e.g., rain from NOAA, but no rain at site). Consider
collection as the most important element. Everything hinges on the collection process to be as good as possible.
Consider using Amazon servers (AWS) for fast, easy and inexpensive storage. Zara suggested using a subscription
based service as one of the only ways to make this profitable. It's becoming very common to "use up" your
experience in some way needing more or to offer a subscription more of the successful apps today are doing it that
way. It's too expensive to constantly update and upgrade after one payment and support old versions. Once a rich
data set is created, charge for the API to others when used commercially. So if a kayak store wants to incorporate
the data on their site they would have to pay for the data stream. Zara suggested that WaterSlide offers to take
existing data, gathered pre-app and offer to upload it or hire a series of interns to upload the info into a database
for them and then use that to prototype or retain other future clients. Look at giving more by getting others to sign
on or to others who offer more data (think of the Dropbox method for encouraging signup, but also apply that to
getting more data). She sees 3 parts: 1. iOS app. 2. Database 3. Web thinks this would best be done by a small,
but very talented team for ~$150k maybe less if you were willing to build the app in some native iPhone software
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to start your prototyping with. "Zara suggested using a subscription based service as one of the best ways to make
this profitable. Create a WaterSlide API and charge for it when used commercially. Help partnerships get things
going. Offer to take existing data and move it/enter it in so WaterSlide is able to show others how it will flow into
useful infographics and data visuals. It will help to show others that WS has partnered with others already."
Customer Interview
Word of Mouth; Data Management Packages; Build communities Word of Mouth; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; Developmental Costs –experimentation
(Gonzalez-Hoang)
3/28/14 Jessica Papa
In Person Meeting with Linda Wilcox, Director Human Resources, The Little Gym
International Inc. Linda serves as the director of human resources at my company. I spoke with Linda about any
advice she might have for a start up trying to manage human resources to build a brand or a company. Linda
noted that you can't underscore the importance of making an employee feel invested and a part of the family (It's
worth noting that at my company, being a part of the "family" is touted as one of our core business practices). As
she puts it, an invested employee is an employee in it for the long haul. She notes that it takes approximately 3- 4
months to really get someone pushed through training, and to be a valuable asset to the team. Linda (and my
company in general) strongly believes in giving personality tests for potential candidates to work in my
organization. She believes that these tests are great insights to see if someone will mesh well with the company
and the fellow employees. When asked about her work life, Linda noted that while many people view HR as "fluffy"
there are a surprising number of responsibilities that fall under her belt, and a surprising number of issues that
come up in even the happiest of work environments and having someone there as the "safe zone" resolves a large
number of issues that otherwise could be transformed into much bigger issues. An invested employee is key for
retention; otherwise [one can] count on at least 3-4 months just to get someone new onboard. Customer
Interview
Key Resources
IP - code and app structure; Human Resources -Marketing and Sales; Money;
web database; website; minimal computer hardware in-house (Wilcox)
3/30/14 Craig Johnson
Video Chat with Anna Santo, Water Quality Expert on research project in Patagonia,
Virginia Tech
Anna has a background of testing and teaching volunteers in Colorado, Minnesota and Patagonia
area of Chile. Anna felt that the app could be helpful and that it would be great to extend the use beyond bacteria.
She suggested we look at the Colorado Data Sharing Network that works with collecting similar data and attaching
meta data to images. She's worked with huge network volunteer groups that were half kids and half elderly in
Colorado that could potentially use a product like this. Other funding Anna brought up were examples of a bacteria
project being conducted that was paid for after a lawsuit form on oil spill. 319 program though the Clean Water Act
was used to fund some of database for the Colorado project. National Science Foundation is funding her work in
Patagonia it could be something to look into for the WaterSlide project as well. She felt the important thing was to
get big groups like MPCA on your side and use momentum.
There is funding out there, but WaterSlide might
have to set some standard (like attaching meta data to it) and then it will be easier to get funding and grants
might require your meta data standards attached to each grant given out. It funnels groups to you.
Customer Interview
Non-profit Environmental Groups; Build communities - Word of Mouth;
Make sampling process easier.; Primary/Secondary Education; adding transparency/quality to sampling process;
Grant funding; Water monitoring volunteers; web database (Santo)
3/30/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Bill Hunneke, Environmental Scientist, NC Department of Environment
and Natural Resources
We thought government agencies might be averse to using volunteer data due to quality
issues. Bill opened by talking about DENR in general and how the organization's water groups have been in turmoil.
The Division of Water Quality had been whacked and the staff shuffled into different groups. Storm water had
moved under the aegis of Land and Mining, for example. Bill has been with DENR for about 5 years and is trained
as a geologist (undergrad) and something like ocean ecology (grad). Bill's current role has him in charge of
inspecting for RCRA wastes in 27 counties in eastern NC. When asked if he thought DENR would ever use volunteer
data, he responded that he doubted it and that they would consider it less and less. He elaborated that the agency
has shifted recently: they turned down federal money for operations. "Free money!" he repeated. He suspects that
this shift is politically driven and is tied to a desire for the Department to distance itself from the current
presidential administration. Bill knows someone who collects data: she goes out on rivers in a boat to grab
samples. She frequently requests volunteer assistance to go on sampling trips, but she does not request data. Bill
thinks that it has to do with data quality and the training of those who gather data. Bill sits on the boards of
several environmental organizations and felt like he had more to offer from that perspective; DENR had been
eviscerated over the past few years. Any time you pull data from different sources, removing inconsistencies from
those data is a big win; Bill thinks that you do yourself a huge favor by getting the formatting right, even within an
organization. He said that some of his organizations get funding from government organizations, so a project like
WaterSlide probably could also. When asked about the broader role of citizen science and how it relates to official
data collection, Bill said that more data are better, if the data are high quality. He asserted that broader
participation in science is a good idea, but he can't speak to the practicality of incorporating volunteer-gathered
data into official uses. When asked if there was anything else he wanted to throw out there, Bill thought of amateur
weather stations. The idea of a piece of hardware that could go into the field (our original idea) resonated strongly,
and he thought of the value to Doctors Without Borders and other NGOs abroad where water quality is a big
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question. Based on this we need to highlight the permanent sample record aspect of the app, improving data
quality through the ability to go back and verify volunteer results.
Promote data quality and consistency.
Customer Interview
Cost Structure
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit
Environmental Groups; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.;
Gathering water quality data; creating photo archive of bacterial samples; adding transparency/quality to sampling
process; Grant funding; Business Development Partnerships; Money; web database; website (B. Hunneke)
3/30/14 Jessica Papa
Video Chat with Tara Holguin, Founder, Owner, Resort Massage Therapy
Tara is a
relatively new startup business owner. Tara started her company, massage therapy services for senior "snow birds"
in AZ in resort communities approximately 3 years ago. Tara is fortunate in that her business has steadily grown
year after year. Tara's company started as just her, handling literally every aspect of her business from book
keeping to marketing to the massage services themselves. Tara now has three additional massage therapists and a
receptionist / bookkeeper on her staff. The nature of Tara's business is such that she and her team work
approximately 9 months of the year, the summer months are typically off when the "snow birds" go back home for
the summer. Tara noted that year one was the hardest, most likely as she was working without much additional
support. As she puts it " I did everything myself, relying on no one else." While this kept her expenses down, it did
little to help grow her business or make her life less stressful. She believes that her business could be double what
it is now if she had only tried to make it more in that first and second year. Tara describes herself as a
procrastinator, she wishes she would have spent time during those down summer months to focus on growing her
business for the upcoming season however she says that for the most part she treated it as a summer vacation.
Having people or someone dedicated to helping her grow her business would have helped the business out
tremendously. Tara tried to do everything herself; while this decreased expenses, it diminished the rate of growth
potential for her new company.
Customer Interview
Key Resources
IP - code and app structure;
Human Resources -Marketing and Sales; Money; web database; website; minimal computer hardware in-house (T.
Holguin)
3/30/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Morgen Kohn, Fashion Design Student, Savannah College of Art and
Design I thought Morgen's input would be of limited value; however, her internship experience with a large
apparel company gave some good insight into a company's key resources. As a fashion designer, the school
stresses hand illustrations, drawing skills, and talent. In the industry, the point is to get an idea out. Ideas usually
take the form of digitally illustrated flats, more technical drawings done on the computer. Flats go out to
outsourced sewing/sample production and samples come back. After that, high level edit meetings happen where
the head of design looks at and strikes ideas. The company has several different vendors for clothing production
and the final decisions are based on a combination of sample quality and production price. This process only works
for companies with large orders. Morgen was one of 30ish interns who were spread out through different areas in
the company. Morgen’s water quality testing experience was limited to one science fair project where she used a
connection to the local hospital's microbiology laboratory to run the samples. She does think that water quality is
important and finds fracking scary. Morgen doesn't want her own water to catch fire out of the faucet like a
documentary she saw. She thinks that the WaterSlide app is a good idea and thought that lawyers could be
potential customers for the data. Apps need to be clear, easy, nice looking, and not cluttered. To Morgen, cluttered
is like an ill-managed PC desktop, compared to an Apple desktop with no icons by default. She couldn't remember
ever paying for an app, but she said she would be willing to purchase something in-app. She said that if the
Embark app for the NYC subway system had a paid option to get better data, she would take it. She also thought
that partnering with supply manufacturers and offering their sample kits in-app could be a good source of revenue
(her own idea with no prompting). We should outsource anything we can to save money.
Customer
Interview
Customer Segments
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Word of Mouth; Build
communities - Word of Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Developmental Costs –experimentation (M. Kohn)
3/30/14 Joel Kohn
In Person Meeting with John Lord, Sporting Clays Instructor and Fishing Guide, Biltmore
We thought that most of the groups we had identified as customers have shifted into other categories.
John works on rivers in the Asheville [NC] area as a matter of business, guiding guests at the Biltmore Estate on
fishing trips. His overall impression is that the bacterial load in rivers is generally low around here. He did recall
getting sick after swimming in the Pigeon River (a little west of Asheville). His first thought of a body of water that
could use monitoring was a pond on Biltmore Estate itself. They do not monitor it, and it receives significant goose
feces from the large resident population of Canada geese. That pond does not get much flow in or out and in the
summer turns bright green with algae. John also noted another pond on the property that does get significant flow
in and out and tends to be much cleaner. John's general impression of the French Broad River is that it has gotten
cleaner over the years; he no longer sees refrigerators and cars in the water when taking float and fishing trips. He
thinks that the French Broad Riverkeeper is doing a good job of improving the river, but John still would not want
to get cut while in the river. He also noted that he never has and never would eat a fish from the French Broad. He
thinks that the official recommendation for consumption is no more than one fish per month. His experience also
leads him to believe that there is a population that depends on fish from the French Broad for sustenance. John
suggested that outdoor outfitters like Diamond Brand Outdoors might be good potential customers for data. He
stated that more information on the water would be better and that he would be willing to pay for good data. He
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thought that in general this sort of data would be good for fishermen, and that measuring bacteria is likely to get
better public response and awareness than something like turbidity. "Hey, this could make you sick," is more
persuasive than: "Hey, the water's cloudy." He suggested checking with the Wildlife Resources Commission, an
organization that has been studying fish growth rates in the area. This interview added a couple of possible
customers to the canvas. We missed a group of possible customers. Or perhaps we ruled out tourism too quickly.
Customer Interview
Key Partners
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Non-profit
Environmental Groups; Word of Mouth; Make sampling process easier.; Gathering water quality data; creating
photo archive of bacterial samples; adding transparency/quality to sampling process; app development fees;
Sampling supply manufacturer (Micrology Labs (Lord)
3/30/14 Joel Kohn
Video Chat with Michael Kohn, Principal, CJMW Architecture Going into this interview,
we thought that the most important resource we needed was money. Michael, having launched his own firm
previously, was in a good position to offer insight into his own startup process and speak to key resources,
activities, and costs. For Michael, money was the biggest resource needed in his startup architecture firm. He
needed to have money for salaries, his own included. His second biggest expenditure starting up was computer
hardware. This was happened fairly early in the spread of computers, the early/mid 90s, so computer hardware
was relatively more expensive than today. He spent a lot on a facility, also. That was the only investment he
questioned. He assumed that architects would need a visually stimulating environment in which to work. He later
realized that in general, he was not getting foot traffic off the street, so the facility need not be inviting, just neat
and professional. Attracting talented people as employees was not a problem. As a firm, the company only needed
small stuff in terms of hardware, no big capital investments on production machinery, since architecture is not
product-oriented in terms of consumers. When he was starting up, Michael felt like the AIA (American Institute of
Architects) was a partner for him. He was invited to present on a panel about the experience of starting up a firm.
There were some senior architecture firms in the area where Michael had friends. Those friendships meant a lot.
Overall, Michael felt freed by creating his own firm, but it was the hardest thing he ever did. Eventually, dealing
with the non-design aspects of owning/managing an architecture firm burned him out: finances, payroll, invoices,
HR, discipline. He got into architecture to design buildings. Michael thought that hospitals might be a good potential
payer for WaterSlide. We [WaterSlide team] should approach a business incubator for initial workspace. Those
types of operations tend to be looking for young people with great ideas and may be able to connect us with other
resources as well. We should look for groups/associations that provide even just psychological support for the hard
process of starting a business.
We need to hire or outsource any activities that the founders don't want to or
can't do. We could burn ourselves out easily.
Customer Interview
Value Propositions
Government-based Environmental Monitors; Data Management Packages; Reporting Packages; Production
of Analysis Software; Make sampling process easier.; Data comes to org/agency in a consistent format.; IP - code
and app structure; Human Resources -Marketing and Sales; Value Driven - Product Attributes / Features Aid in
Sales; Developmental Costs -experimentation (M. Kohn)

C. WaterSlide Final Presentation Slide Deck
Johnson, Kohn, Papa
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D. WaterSlide Prototype Images

Figure 9: Prototype system function developed by WaterSlide Team: Kohn, Johnson, and Papa.

E. WaterSlide E-team Grant Proposal Narrative
Technology and Value Proposition
Product Concept
WaterSlide is a software application (hereafter “app”) for mobile devices (such as a smartphone) that will improve
the efficiency of surface water testing. The app supports the commonly used plate and incubate method of surface
water testing (Interviews, 2014; See Appendix 1), in which a water sample is placed on a pre-treated petri dish
and incubated for approximately 30 hours to allow individual bacteria to grow into colonies (Micrology Labs). The
dish and growth medium specifically grow important fecal contamination indicators such as Escherichia coli while
excluding other microbes (Micrology Labs). The growth medium also allows the user to differentiate between E. coli
and other coliform colonies based on colony color; coliform colonies are red while E. coli colonies are blue
(Micrology Labs). The WaterSlide app simplifies data analysis and results submission, helping the user count
colonies on the screen of a mobile device, while enriching the dataset with photographic documentation of bacterial
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sampling results. The WaterSlide app connects data collected in the field, results analyzed in the lab, and a public,
web-based database in a way that adds value to bacterial contamination data.
WaterSlide will speed up turn-around time and improve data quality by eliminating manual steps like writing in a
notebook and entering data into a spreadsheet. This reduces opportunities for delay and clerical error. Photos
provide a permanent, visual record of sample results for later verification. Because gathering information and
reporting results about bacterial contamination of surface water will be easier and more transparent than pen-andpaper recording and manual data entry for WaterSlide app users, the quality and value of the data submitted will
increase and the margin of error in traditional water testing will be reduced. The easy, interactive nature of the
app, which allows volunteers to see and share the results of their work, will inspire greater user participation and
engagement. This app would further help to engage those users by mapping results in-app and online. In the
words of an environmental non-profit and potential key partner, this app is a “potential game changer for bacterial
monitoring” (Interviews, 2014, p.56).
How it Works
Step 1: In the Field
Using a mobile device, the user opens the WaterSlide app and either takes a photograph of the water sample
collection site or clicks a “get location” button to capture sample location, date, and time. The user will be
prompted for pertinent weather and water information like recent rainfall and qualitative water clarity. The user
then collects the water samples as usual and transports them back to the lab.
Step 2: In the Laboratory
Back in the lab (which may be the user’s kitchen!) the user plates samples as per standard protocol. After
incubation, the user opens WaterSlide and takes photos of the bacterial colonies that have developed in the petri
dishes. The user then counts the colonies by tapping the image displayed on the screen. The user is able to review
all the collected information before submission to the online database.
Step 3: On the Website
When testing is complete, the user uploads the collected data to the online database located on the WaterSlide
website. The submission includes results photos, bacterial colony counts, sample location, sample time, and other
pertinent data. The website includes a publicly available map that displays current results from all testing locations.
Archived results will be available for purchase via specific coverage requests or by a subscription service.
Technology Needed
All of the software needed to operate WaterSlide currently exists, including the technology to extract metadata
from photos and the automatic red-eye reduction feature that will be used to accurately present the color variances
within the samples. Further, the ability to collect and upload data onsite is common practice within the
marketplace; the challenge is to combine and modify these existing technologies in a way that will encourage users
to continue in their sampling programs. Based on existing research and interviews, combining these processes into
one easy-to-use application is both desirable and feasible (Interviews, 2014).
Similar Products
Some existing applications with similar concepts are Swim Guide (Waterkeeper Alliance) and Creek Watch (IBM
Corp., 2012); both of these apps are free to the user. The former is used to document beach closures (frequently
due to bacterial contamination), while the latter allows the user to take a photo and submit brief comments about
the state of a local body of water. Both Swim Guide and Creek Watch have a web presence with publicly available
maps to complement and support their applications, as will WaterSlide.
While both existing apps allow users to monitor and/or learn about the state of various bodies of water, they do not
give the user the tools necessary to collect accurate and verifiable data. Users of these apps must relying on
anecdotal information and/or professional data collection, analysis, and reporting. By contrast, WaterSlide will
enable users to collect field data, sample water bodies, and conduct the analysis themselves. WaterSlide will
empower a new group of volunteer water testers and complement stretched government resources (Interviews,
2014).
Proof of Concept
The WaterSlide team has not yet developed a physical proof of concept. However, a Wire Frame prototype has
been created to help investors visualize the product (see Appendix 2). As noted previously, all required software
elements exist; all that remains is to assemble them into a cooperative form useful for the bacterial sampling
process. The major piece requiring validation is the ability of the user to identify distinct bacterial colonies within a
digital photograph displayed via the mobile device.
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Existing Problem
Volunteer organizations across the US test surface water for bacteria but are often disconnected from each other
and from government agencies that might use the data for regulatory purposes (Interviews, 2014). Further,
concerns over data quality and testing reliability make agencies reluctant to use volunteer-collected data
(Interviews, 2014). The WaterSlide app will make it easier for the user to submit data and improve the quality of
that data at the same time. To the team’s knowledge there are no other solutions attempting to address the
combined problem of data quality and ease-of-access. This solution would create a public database that can be
readily accessed by any individual, organization or government body.
Impact
Less than 1% of water on Earth is available to supply industry, agriculture, and households (Kingsolver, 2010).
Every 23 seconds, a child dies from illness caused by unsafe water (World Health Organization, 2008).
Domestically, 44% of assessed stream miles are not clean enough to support uses like fishing and swimming
(USEPA OWOW, 2013). WaterSlide empowers more people to accurately measure the quality of their water and
share this data with a larger audience. This information will help identify contamination trends more easily and
quickly, reducing the rates of illness associated with bacterial contamination of surface water. Additionally, the
app’s easy to use functionality may help to increase awareness of water quality and water testing in general,
empowering a whole new generation to understand water quality issues and what they can do to address them.
Business Model and Market
See Appendix 3 and 4 for a business proposal presentation and informational video for concise summaries of the
business model, market, and customer interviews findings for the WaterSlide app.
Audience Feedback
To date, the WaterSlide team has conducted 57 interviews to probe the needs of users, environmental
organizations, and government bodies (See Appendix 1). The team had interviews with 13 health care
professionals, 10 educators (six from higher education), five government-based environmental agencies, and four
environmental nonprofit groups. Regarding app cost, 100% of people who were asked responded the app must be
free. Other strong “must have” app features included high quality and transparency of sampling data (80% of
responses) and consistent data formatting (84% of responses; Interviews, 2014).
Competitors
To the WaterSlide team’s knowledge there are no direct competitors for this market. In Minnesota, Hennepin
County Environmental Services collects data using volunteer efforts and sells those data to local governments that
use the data in regulatory efforts, but the scope is restricted to a single county (Interviews, 2014). While similar in
concept (creating a high-quality database of volunteer data for sale to other agencies) WaterSlide will be accessible
on a national and international scale.
Commercialization
The WaterSlide team will commercialize this idea by initially developing a high-quality iPhone application.
Manufacturing will be restricted to software. Sales and data distribution will occur online. Distribution of the
application will occur via various online app stores. After the successful launch of the iPhone app, development will
shift to an Android version to capture the largest possible user base. Future support will include updates to the app
as necessary and data support.
The app itself is intended to be free, deriving its revenue from the sales of collected data generated by the app
users. To make this economically sustainable and based on preliminary research and customer interviews, the
WaterSlide team will implement a business-to-business strategy and charge $500 for one unit of data with
subscription services available for regular customers at a discount. Initially, the WaterSlide team will partner with a
variety of organizations to develop a database of potential users; the team will grant partner organizations full
access to the data generated by users in exchange for app promotion for WaterSlide. Established environmental
nonprofit organizations, volunteer organizations, and regulatory agencies that consume large quantities of bacterial
contamination data will all be approached.
Based on early research, the team expects to spend no more than $150,000 to develop a quality mobile app
(Interviews, 2014). We will also have expenses associated with web hosting and data servers. All IP will be created
in the development process, and we do not anticipate needing to acquire others’ IP. (See Appendix 5 for MCAD IP
Policy.)
Team
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The MCAD team is composed of three MA Candidates from the MA in Sustainable Design program who have been
working together for nearly two years. Joel Kohn (project lead, environmental engineer (MS); based in North
Carolina) draws from his technical expertise in his approach to sustainable design. Craig Johnson (graphic
designer; based in Minnesota) is the creative director and principal at AGENCY F Design, Minneapolis and past
associate director of sustainability for AIGA Minnesota. Jessica Papa (marketing strategist and graphic designer;
based in Arizona) works with brands to both increase their consumer awareness and design cohesive and creative
brand consistency.
Joel will see this through to market and lead the technical and business model development. Jessica plans to aid in
commercialization and may participate as an interface designer for the app. Outside partners are not firm yet, but
could include the Western North Carolina Alliance, an environmental nonprofit, and a research group at Vanderbilt
University for future hardware development. Cindy Gilbert, director of MCAD’s MA in Sustainable Design program,
is the PI on the project and an advisor. Curt McNamara, MA in SD faculty is also an advisor. Jake Cook, serial
entrepreneur in the digital media industry, is a mentor on this project.
Work Plan and Outcomes
Step

Description

Timeframe

Hire app developer

Hire an app developer to create the software.

Q3 2014

Build website

Secure web address, build blog front.

Q1 2015

Find supply partners

Show them early work, leverage for ad placement.

Q1 2015

In-house testing

Alpha testing by team.

Q1 2015

Customer testing

Beta testing with limited environmental organizations.

Q2 2015

Begin org/team
data/user trade

Release to app store and begin trading data for users with
environmental organizations.

Q4 2015

Build database

Amass data for eventual sales.

Q4 2015

Polish website

Clean up interface; optimize. Purchase platform in place.

Q1 2016

First sales

Approach previously identified key customers with data.

Q1 2016

Key Metrics for Success
● Total number of users: 10,000 activations by end of Q4 2015
● Submissions: 2,000 weekly end of Q4 2015
● Partner organizations: 6 by Q1 2015
● Geographical data coverage: 1000 streams/rivers by end of Q4 2015
● Committed customers: 30 by end of Q2 2016
● Reduced illness: partner with international organizations to sample and track data
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F. WaterSlide Promotional Video Link
http://vimeo.com/94246932
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